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INTRODUCTION:

Changes

in

technology, such as the invention of the audio tape and

led copyrightholders to claim their copyrighted

the

works

to

VCR's have

be "threatened". Today, with

Superhighway, and with the new technique of digitization that

Information

characterizes the Internet, one can store, transmit, receive, reproduce and manipulate

almost

all

copyrighted works with an incredible ease and speed

This study analyses and compares two proposals

on two continents
the European

in the

around the globe.

all

made by

the leading authorities

middle of an 'information revolution': the United States and

Community. The

thesis

compares these

initiatives

from two different

systems with different copyright philosophies to determine which proposal
preferred, and proposes a solution for the

is

legal
to

be

problem of copyright infringement on the

Internet.

To
two

obtain an equal, fair and just copyright system, one should base

things. First, authors deserve a fair return for their work.

considering the philosophy of the Internet

-

On

its

policy on

the other hand,

the free flow of information and the right of

access of users to this means of communication which enhances man-kind on a cultural,
social,

economical and educational level

-

access of users to the Internet can not be

restricted unreasonably. Legislators therefore face the challenge
in a

world that

is

evolving

at

In the first chapter,
specific characteristics.
is digitization, is

of balancing both needs

an astronomical speed.

we

will discuss the Internet,

The second chapter

will explain

its

what

historical
this

new

growth and

its

technology, that

capable of doing, and what the possible consequences can be. The

third chapter will focus on the rights of users of the Internet and the rights of the

2

copyrightholders under current regulations. Finally, chapter four will analyse and

compare the proposals
in

that are offered

by the leading authorities

in the

US

order to solve the problem of copyright protection on the Internet.

examination of both proposals,
necessary

if

the Internet.

one wants

to

succeed

in

and Europe

A

critical

the light of the balance as described above,

in analysing a

complex problem, such

as copyright

is

on

CHAPTER I:
INTERNET: DESCRIPTION OF A

NEW MEANS OF COMMUNICATION:

A) Historical background:

1) Sixties:

At the end of the
and several industries

to

most important driving
United States,

sixties, different initiatives

were taken by the

US

government

exchange information through a network of computers.

'force'

who wanted

behind

to set

all this,

was

the

The

!

Department of Defence of the

up a decentralized controlling mechanism

that

be able to anticipate the dangers of a nuclear attack during the Cold War. 2

would

It

became

apparent that there was a need for a bomb-proof communications system. The

project

linked four computer networks, and

2)

The

was

ARPANET,

B.N.

eighties, a lot

WESTERBRINK, Juridische aspecten

This idea

is

was

MIL-Net, the part

US

that

was responsible

Department of Defence, and

of independent computers were linked to the

van het

Internet, Otto

Cramwinkel

,

its

own.

Amsterdam, 1996,

1.

among

universities

improve research. See C. Herzfeld, The Immaterial World,

American 171,(1995).

ARPANET stands

for

Advanced Research

Projects

Agency Network. See Westerbrink, supra note

20.
4 E.

1

the subject of a big controversy, because other authors believe that the starting point of the
the idea to develop a system that could exchange information very fast

scientific institutions, this in order to

Scientific
3

in

networks, and in consequence a decentralized network was formed on

Internet

and

1980

which survived independently from MILNET. 4

At the end of the

2

in

military goals, under supervision of the

for the

1

ARPA-Net. 3

eighties:

The new network was divided

latter

called the

ZEGWAART & P. JURG, Het Internet in meer detail, Informatie en Informatiebeleid,

1994, 19.

1

at

4

The Network

grow so

started to

interested in using this

network, and

it

was

new

rapidly that the National Science Foundation

technology. This was the

called the NSFnet. 5

first

The novelty of

became

step towards a national

new network was

this

linked universities and institutions of research to the network 6 In other words, the
.

Net was,

in limited terms,

open

to the public.

The same evolution occurred

in

that

it

NSF-

Europe,

and the 'backbone' of the European system was called the EUnet. 7

When

these networks were linked at the end of the eighties/beginning of the

gave birth

nineties, they

however,

is

to the entity

which

that the Internet started as a

called the Internet. 8

What

means of communication where

information formed the backbone of the
military

is

total

concept.

It

is

important,

the free flow of

changed from an exchange of

information to a free trade of scientific information, but the underlying

principle

still

philosophy

B)

is

remained the free flow of information, and one should realize that

worthwhile maintaining

A new
1)

is

until today.

means of communication:

Internet

is

a fast, cheap and qualitative

If we consider the latest

the Internet

this

means of the

the

communication technology,
future of

documents from one side of the globe

means of communication:
it is

easy to understand that

human communication.
to the other,

and

it

It is

faster than faxing

certainly provides better

quality.

Today,

it

is

from South-Korea

R.

possible to 'mail' letters, documents, pictures, movies and music

to the

HAUBEN,

United States and back to France

The

Development

<http://gopher.econ.lsa.umich.edu.>
6

Zegwaart, supra note 4

7

Westerbrink, supra note

8

Id. at 12.

at
1

2
at 12.

of

the

in a matter

International

of seconds, due to

Computer

Network,

5

digitization

-

the key-word in this matter

an access provider and a phone
2) Internet
Internet

is

dedicated

monthly fee with

shocking, bad, but also good news:

is

shocking news, because of the facts mentioned above.

communications has

is

will cost us only a

it

call. 9

confronted with the system for the

But, if

and

-

first

to offer a cultural,

time,

is

it

When one

is

easy to realize that this means of

economical and social enhancement of mankind.

we

read any magazine or newspaper, there will be at least one article that

to

Internet

and

dangers.

its

pornography, invasion of privacy,

We

hear

horrifying

and slander, and

libel

last

of child

stories

but not

copyright

least,

infringement. Although these stories are true, one should not lose sight of the fact that
there are approximately 3 million

consider this

because there

who do

users,

users linked to the Internet every month. 10 If

astronomical growth of users,
is

it

not play the

game according

we

all

some

players

among

this

amount of

to its rules. Internet has a lot in

know

that

we

normal that things can go wrong,

is

a strong likelihood that there are

with the concept of freedom, and
is like

new

freedom

is

common

something precious, and

a contract. But, unfortunately, contracts can be breached, and the freedom of

another contracting party can be infringed. Therefore, as with contracts,

we need

a

guiding legal frame to solve this pinching problem.

good

Internet has a lot of

economic growth. 11

9

The

It

costs will be higher in

provider

in

is

things to offer: cultural expansion, education, and

definitely

some

one of the most interesting and promising

countries, considering the fact that

order to get connected to the Internet. In

some

one has

to dial in to a local service

countries (e.g. most European countries), one

where one only pays a monthly fee in the US to be authorized to
OLIVIER HANCE, Business op Internet volgens de wet, een
voor
juristen
en
IT-specialisten,
Best of Editions, Antwerp, 1996, 34.
referentiegids
still

has to pay for local phone

unlimited local phone

10

Id. at

1

us.

calls.

calls,

See

46

Advertising through the Internet can be very beneficial, as the example of

The San Diego-based corporation made

web-site. See

CRABIT,

E.

and

3 million dollars

BERGEVIN,

J.,

of profit

in

Ceram Corporation shows

1994, just by orders through

Le cadre reglementaire des services de

la societe

its

de

6

developments of mankind, and

problem

we

that

is

it

is

therefore imperative that

we

take care of

should try to do so with regard to the welfare of

it.

The only

not just a few

all,

entrepreneurs..

3) Definition of the Internet:

There are almost as many definitions of the Internet as there are web-sites, and

we choose
to

a definition appropriate for this paper.

technique,

What
that

are

the latter author forgot

TCP/IP
14

transferring of 'packages,'
that

need

to be sent.

are able to

differ,

words, they

15

protocols. 13

is

the fact that Internet

because they are 'agreements' on

Consequently,

how to code

computer systems, regardless

all

communicate with each other without having

might be the following: "the Internet

is

based on a

These protocols play a key-role

speak the same language, which

all

has to be precise, complete and easy

Sijtsma defined the Internet as the "global network of computer-

comprehend.

networks" 12

It

is

is

why

the

in

the messages

how

they

may

to be adjusted. In other

a better definition of the Internet

the global network of networks, based

on

TCP/IP protocols." 16
Explanation of some basic 'cyberlanguage':

4)
It

'cyberspace', the

I

how many

remarkable

is

'WWW'

and

authors writing about the Internet use the words

'Internet' to define the

pour un nouveau

'information: laboratoire

droit

du marche

same concept. These words,

interieur,

Revue du Marche Europeen,

1995,57.
12

SIJTSMA,

13

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. See D.E.

P.,

De

wereld wordt digitaal, I-magazine 1995/5

COMER, INTERNET WORKING WITH

TCP/IP, 43 (1991)
14

A

package

Sensatie.
15

Een

is

a

nickname

for

These protocols are offered by service providers

makes

it

VAN JOLE,
Amsterdam 1995, 7-8.

encoded messages of information. See

reisverslag uit cyberspace, Paramount Publishing,
in the

form of software to

possible for the different computer systems to 'speak the

F.,

their clients.

same language'.

In

De

The software

consequence

creates an easy system that dissolves the burdens of global connection. These protocols are

should

call the

'backbone

THE ROUGH GUIDE
16

1

of the

34 (1997)

Westerbrink, supra note

1

at

1

1.

Internet.

See

KENNEDY,

A.J.,

Internet-

it

what one

TRAVELLING ON THE INTERNET.

7

however, do not have the same meaning, and

between the meaning of

different

words

important to point out the differences

it is

in order to get a

good understanding of the

topic of this study.

a.

Cyberspace

Cyberspace and Internet are concepts

that are often

mixed up, although they

not the same. Cyberspace contains four networks, of which the Internet
First, there are the

companies

as Internet Service Providers'(ISP

CompuServe. They

that offer

's).

n America On Line (AOL),

are the corporations that offer

fee.

They were

one. 17

commercial on-line services, also known
Prodigy,

NETCom,

consumers (natural persons as well as

companies) access to a world of information, and the

monthly based

is

are

originally closed

ability to

send E-mails, this on a

computer networks which contained

private libraries of information wherein their clients could 'browse' 19 Today, they also

provide access to other networks who,

The second category
are

the

are set

together,

form the

Internet.

formed by the Bulletin Board Systems (BBS).

20

These

where one can post and read information, information

'pin-boards'

professional reasons, or

which

is

all

hobby ism on every subject a human mind can think

of,

for

and

up by individuals as well as by organizations. 21 The BBS'es started as

places where one could post and exchange information and

where one could find

'hackers'. 22

Nowadays most of

these

it

was

therefore the place

BBS'es can be accessed

through the Internet. 23

17

RENDEN, W.G.

Juristen,

VAN DER WEES, J.G.L.,

and

Kluwer, Deventer 1995,

18

Westerbrink, supra note

19

'Browse' stands for using the scroll-bar

1

Internet en Bulletin

Board Systems,

in Internet

voor

14.

at 13.
in

order to be able to read the information displayed on the

screen.
20 Internet Society, <http://www.isoc.org.>
21

22

Renden, supra note 17

at 25.

who have the knowledge of getting into computer programs which are
by encryption. Their incentive of their behaviour is based on the challenge of

'Hackers' are persons

protected, for example,

8

The

third category that

is

part of Cyberspace, are the private networks.

These are

the networks that are used by organizations, corporations or other institutions as a

means of communication within

the entity

Internet-'surfers'. 26

part

24

They

are closed systems, not

is

The

These networks are not encompassed

in the Internet, but rather

form

virtual reality,

not open to the public. 27

final

are decentralized,
in general.

to

Therefore, the latter networks are not accessible to

of Cyberspace because they transmit messages through a world of

but one that

open

means of communication among employees of the

the 'public', and they serve only as a
institutions or corporations. 25

itself.

category

the Internet

is

which encompasses computer networks

open systems. 28 This means

Today, the

first

category

we

that these

discussed, that

ocean of information. In other words, although

all

that

systems are open to the public

is

the ISP's, offer access to this

ISP's offer access to their private

databases of information, they also provide their subscribers the possibility to enter the

means of communication
Consequently, one can

that overlaps almost all these networks, that is the Internet.

state that the Internet 'absorbed' the first

The only difference between both

categories

is

that the ISP's

in the first place access to their closed network,

which

is

much

a

larger

23

Id. at

They

is

are also

supra note

known

1

offer their subscribers

and secondly entrance

to the Internet,

On

the BBS'es, they exchange decryption-codes

related to their 'hobby'.

in

at 13.

as 'Intranets'

26 'Surfing' on the Internet
servers

discussed.

26

24 Westerbrink,
25

that

still

we

means of communication.

breaking the different codes which protect the software.

and other information

category

means

diverse geographical

See Westerbink, supra note

1

at 13

to access electronically information

locations,

and

this

which

is

provided by different

through the means of specialized 'browsing'

information.
27

REKET,

S.,

Via Internet ben je met een klik op de muis zo in Japan,

NRC

Handelsblad 05/15/1995,

p.6
28

KUITENBROUWER,

12/03/1994.

F.,

Internet

is

de ultieme

vrijplaats,

ook voor misdaad,

NRC

Handelsblad,

The World Wide Web:

b.

The World Wide Web,
navigation" of the Internet. 29
other words,

it is

the

known

Web,

as the

is

the user-friendly

Internet.

Downloadinfi and uploading:
the technique

is

where one

first

receives data from

over the Internet, and then loads this information to a computer or a PC. 31
the technique

computer or

where one transmits data

PC 32 The

Someone who

infringement.

copyright

files

difference between these

.

"service of

helps you to flesh out information on the Internet. 30 In

Yellow Pages of the
c.

Downloading

It

also

material over the Internet

is

more

the copyrighted material that

is

sent to

else

Uploading

is

over the Internet to someone else's

two

transmits

likely to

someone

acts is very important because

(=uploads)

of

copyright protected

be held liable than someone

who

just reads

him. (^downloading) This issue will be

discussed thoroughly in Chapter 2 of this study.
5) Characteristics of the Internet:

a.

Exponential growth:
i.

One of the most
since

it

started, is a

The amount of users:

interesting aspects of the Internet is that

growth

that continues.

The

latest figures tell

means

29

RIPE: <http://www.ripe.net

30

Marc

Caden

&

Westerbrink, supra note

1

at 134.

Network Wizards <http://www.nw.com>

34 Id. at

:

:

Stephanie E. Lucas, Comment, Accidents on the Information Superhighway: On-

32 Id. at 453.
33

1987 28.174; 1994

'newcomers' connected to the Internet every month. 34

line liability and Regulation, 2 RICH.J.L.&TECH.
31

(

After 1994, the amount of connected computers doubled every year. This

that there are three million

L.

explosive growth

us that from 1987 until

1994, the amount of connected computers grew astronomically
3. 864. 000). 33

its

<http://www.nw.com>

3,

2 (1996)

10

The amount of countries that give access

ii.

to

the

Internet:

The

grew

Internet also

in a

geographical way. In other words, the amount of

countries that are connected to the Internet also 'boomed'

now, the number of connected countries grew from 85

until

From 1995

exponentially.
to 152

35
.

Low costs:

b.

Another important characteristic of this new means of communication

The basics

costs that one has, are not very high.

computer36 a telephone

line,

,

c.

a

modem

One

calls

it

one needs, are a personal

and an ISP.

Internet, according to

some

authors, 37

that

is

where one can do what one wants because of the

rules,

Internet users are in a 'virtual' unreal world,
applies.

that the

Anarchy?:

Another characteristic of the
world without any

that

is

the 'Wild West' of

it is

fact that

where no regulation of whatever

computer networks, or "Cyberia" 38 just
,

a

to

sort

name

a few.

some of

Unfortunately,

these accusations are true, but, as described above, a

swift rational interference of legislators in any form whatsoever, could try to stop this

misuse of freedom.

Law

runs behind the facts.

does not anticipate social behavior, and because

On

the other hand,

it

is

does not,

it

it

necessary to point out that copyright

holders are running in front of the facts, because they try to implement legislation to

35

36

<http:/www.nw.com>

Id. at

However,

this

might not be necessary anymore

Internet-access through television cable.

because of the

A

lot

1995,

p. 14.;

X, Enter the

proposed

98.7% of North-Americans have

to a personal computer.

VANHESTE,

Intranet*.,

William A. TanenBaum, Lost

(1996)

US company

See N.Y. Times, October

to offer
is

done

a television at

10, 1997, p.l.

lot of columns to the description of the 'bad'
Het Internet Handboek, Addison- Wesley, Amsterdam

of newspapers, magazines and books dedicate a

side of the "Internet-story". See

38

the future, since a

not lose sight of the fact that this proposal

according to recent studies,

where only 43.2% have access

home,
37

fact that,

in

One might

J.,

The Economist,

in Cyberia:

01/13/1996,...

"Transmission" under the law of copyright, 43

1

PLI/PAT 61

11

restrict

on the

access to every piece of information, in order to prevent copyright infringement
But, the restriction of access to

information

is

accordance with the historical philosophy of the Internet, that

is

Internet.

information. In the next chapter,

we

will

who would be

new form of

will try to determine

liable for these actions.

not in

the free flow of

discuss the impact of this

communication on copyright protected works, and we
possible infringements are, and

certainly

what the

CHAPTER II:
POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCE OF THIS

NEW MEANS OF

COMMUNICATION: COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT:

A) Nature of the medium and consequences:

1)

Technological change: Digitization:
a.

Historical reflection:

"Until the twentieth century, technological improvements in the entertainment
industries

were few and

for the last fifty years.

a

lot

far

between." 39 But time passes quickly, and so did technology

For example, the history of the entertainment industry has known

of adaptations due to

new

technologies that are following each other "in a dizzying

sequence." 40 The speed of technology, that
disc),

DCC

the Internet,

(Digital

is

Compact

Cassette),

is

from

hi-fi,

M.D. (MiniDisc)

audio cassette,
to digital

CD.

down

(compact

loading from

a remarkable evolution that has caught the attention of copyright holders.

b. Digitization:

"Digital technology

By

digitization,

is

adding another layer of complexity to copyright law."41

works of video, music, and other copyright protected

arts

can be

transformed into a computer code that can easily be manipulated by a few touches on
the right buttons. Digitization allows perfect copying of anything that
in a digital code,

39

is

transformable

and almost everything can be digitized nowadays. " Digital technology

DONALD E. BIEDERMAN, ET AL., LAW OF THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRIES, 667

(1996)

40 Id. at 667.
41

Heather D. Rafter, From sampling of artistic works
new digital technology on copyright law, 471 PLI/PAT

12

to

music distribution on the Internet: the

137, 147 (1997)

effect

of

13

allows an individual to transform the detailed information and expression contained
within any work, whether visual or musical, into a sequence of bits (binary values of
or

either

is

1 )

which can be stored as data

new

digitized 43 Consequently, this
.

make a

in a

computer." 42

On

the Internet, everything

technique allows users with the right equipment to

work

perfect copy of an original

form, from which copy exact

in digital

duplicates can be created over and over again. 44 Moreover, one can not only produce

exact digital copies,

also

is

it

extensively in order to create a totally

of the

fair

use doctrine

c.

At

new work. 45 It

recommended

is

High Speed

is

in this matter.

(in the near future):

format should be used to deliver audio. 46 However,
the digital nature of audio,
to

download

it

digital audio.

minutes of downloading.
industry's standards,
full

obvious that a precise application

of development of the Internet, there

this stage

A

at

no consensus as

is

present

it is

For example,

fifteen

is,

what

due

to

memory" 47

seconds of audio would take two

song of four minutes, which
to

to

certain that,

"takes up enormous amounts of disk space or

would take over an hour

CD-quality audio. 48 That

works

possible to manipulate copyright protected

is

download

not long according to the

if

your goal

is to

have

it

as

of course, a long time, but one should not lose sight of

the fact that, if one looks at the future,

it

will just

be a matter of time for technology to

permit quick and easy downloading on the Web.

As

is

audio-on-line, will be available in a near future.

As

the world of technology improves,

the case with other technologies,

42 Id.
at 137.
43 Katherine C.

Spelman,

et al.,

Copyright issues

in

multimedia: Hollywood meets the Internet, 467

PLI/PAT 189, 191 (1997)
44

"Name

45 Rafter,

46
41
48

that tune",

The Red Herring, March 1996

supra note 41

at 147.

Id. at 141.

Id. at 141.

X, Music LIBeration, Wired, March 1995

at 47.

at 30.
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the speeds at

doing

all

which we can access audio increases everyday, and many companies

they can to provide consumers with this

d.

A

world without

easily

arises, there will

be a

New
lot

is

that

it

is

a world without any borders.

documents (including copyright protected works) from

transfer

Singapore to Paris to

service. 49

frontiers:

Another characteristic of the Internet

One can

new

are

York

City. Consequently,

it is

obvious

that,

when

a dispute

of problems considering jurisdiction and which law one should

apply. This thesis does not deal with conflict of laws, but

important that the reader

it is

understand that the problem of copyright protection on the Internet

is

crosses political borders, and a thorough knowledge of conflict of laws

a

dilemma

that

would not be

a

luxury.

There are two points of view on what the legal frame of conflict of laws should
be in order to solve

this

problem.

On

the one hand,

we have

a group that suggests that

the current set of rules dealing with conflict of laws are sufficient to deal with the

problem. 50

On

the other hand, there are opinions that current conflict of laws-rules will

not be adequate to deal with problems that will arise from the Internet. 51
is that legislators

need for new

provide for the necessary set of

rules,

is

illustrated

new

rules.

A

The suggestion

famous example of the

by the "Mitterand"-incident.

When

the

private

physician of the former President of France released a book describing the President's
last

months

fighting prostate cancer, the

book was banned

in France

by a court on the

49 For example/Progressive Networks' 'Real audio player' and 'Liquid Audio's Liquid
offer software products that allow

Wired, January 1997,

Music Player',
downloading of audio from the Net. See "Digital Underground",

at 104.

50

See Richard S. Zembek, Comment, Jurisdiction and the Internet: Fundamental Fairness in the
Networked World of Cyberspace, 6 ALB. L.J. SCI.& TECH. 339, 353-79 (1996) (asserting that the
Internet is not as virtual as it seems. There are physical people sitting behind physical screens and keyboards at a certain physical location.; See also Dale M. Cendali et al., Net raises issues ofjurisdiction,
"Minimum contacts " Rules Can Subject Internet Users to Lawsuits in Faraway Forums, 19 NAT'L L.J. 9
(1996)
51

Lori

I.

Bauman, PersonalJurisdiction and Internet

advertising, 14

NO.

1

COMPUTER LAW.

1

(1997)

15
basis of intrusion of privacy. 52

through a

US

were able

to

A

few months

later,

a French server puts

service provider containing the book. 53

download

the restrained

In

book from the

consequence, French citizens

from a US-web

Internet

French court would apply French law on the aspect of privacy, but

American servers with

assets in France to execute

its

US. As a

in the

result

it

would have

site.

A

to find

judgment. Obviously, there was a

huge problem, because the defendants were American
have jurisdiction

up a web-site

servers,

and French courts do not

of the Mitterand case, the French government

proposed adoption of an international law of the

Internet.

The French proposal

suggested that one might use the solution of maritime law as a point of reference to
tackle the

problem of

conflict

of laws.

Packages of information would be treated as

ships in the open sea while being transmitted through Cyberspace. In other words,

packages of information should be

tried

under the "flag" under which the data

is

"sailing" over the Internet. 54

Although the Mitterand-incident
might be generated

in the area

is

not a copyright case,

of intellectual property, and

it is

similar to suits that

in particular, in copyright

cases.

2)

Consequences of the characteristics of the Internet:
a.

The

Enhancement of man-kind:

because of

Internet,

its

characteristics

-

digitization,

high speed

transmission (in a near future) and a transborder flow of information at a low price

enhances our lives in a
is

cultural,

economical and social way. Although

its

-

present impact

very limited in the context of the world's population, "the potential effect on the

culture of the world's people could be greater and far swifter than that of Victorian

52

See Judgment of Jan.

18, 1996, reprinted in

Le Monde,

Jan. 20,

1996

53

See <http://www.le-web.fr/secr/>

54

See Agence France Presse International French Wire, Jan 31, 1996

at

6
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explorers

and missionaries who spread western knowledge, culture, religion and

disease." 55 Clearly, access to the U.S. Congress or to the web-site of the European

Union, or any library of any reputable university

One even

world, has favourable aspects.

in the

has the option of surfing to 'Le Louvre' in Paris 56 and look

by touching the

right buttons

Secondly,

commercial

is

it

on a key-board.

clear

Superhighway

Information

many

that

the

men

use the Internet for E-mail, funds transfers and

Business

interests.

at all the art, just

sustains

advertising purposes. 57 What's more, the Internet underpins the competitiveness of the
cultural industries, since copyrights

on entertainment products

will be the incentive to

invest in the development of creative and innovative activity, one of the keys "to add

value and competitiveness in European" and other "industries" 58 Already, "the Internet

has become the biggest promotional tool for the music industry since the invention of
the press release." 59

b.

Despite

Higher

many

the

risk

of piracy:

ventures,

the

outstanding tool for pirates. Because of digitization,

of the Internet will be susceptible
pirate." 60

55 Roger

to the

However, the question whether

Loosley, Bringing the Internet

down

Superhighway

Information

some authors

new scrounge of

the

an

state that "the content

Seven Seas, the

this is really true, remains.

to Earth,

provides

digital

Copyright holders

European Media Forum, 1997

at 7.

56 <http://www.paris.musees.louvre>
57 Loosley,

supra note 55

"Commercial web-sites have increased almost ten fold from 23,000 at
I; The top 500 UK companies expect 17% of sales
over the next five years. 77ie Sunday Times, March 17, 1997 at 5.

at 10;

the end of 1995 to nearly 220,000 today." See Id. at

conducted over the Internet
58

EC Green

(1995)
59

at

1

1.

Paper on Copyrights and Related Rights
[Hereinafter

Neil Strauss, "Rolling Stones Live on Internet",

The

article describes the

in the

Information Society,

COM(95) 382

final

Green Paper]

New

York Times,

attempt of the Rolling Stones to be the

November

first

22, 1994, p.

Bl

rock band on the Internet

when

they

broadcasted 20 minutes of their Dallas' show over the Internet. Unfortunately for 'The Stones", another

rock band (Severe Tire Damage) preceded their promotional stunt.
60 Rafter, supra note 41 at 140.

Id. at

Bl.
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-

read movie companies

same "age of piracy" when

predicted the

-

the

VCR

concurred

the market. 61
Historically, attempts to

of the

fact that in the

copying was

difficult,

statement

latter

is

US

copy and

distribute

works were

law was designed for a world

"intellectual property

we

all

which

up a printing operation before one

correct because one needed to set

know, the

in

economically impractical and relatively easy to regulate" 62 The

could run off copies of a protected work in order to
as

relatively crude because

last

make

piracy profitable at

But,

last.

generation of technology from videocassette copying to color

photocopying reproduction, made copying an easy, cheap and efficient method of
reproduction. 63

and

Publishers

photocopying and videotaping as
is,

convenience copying. 65 This

decentralized,

problem

lost sales" 64 ,

group

first

is

it

scale.

in stead

was assumed

of considering

it

is

61

Sony Corporation of America

62 Fred. H. Cate,

v.

widespread

much of this copying

was, and

'users'.

would reproduce protected works

that

illegally

European Member States dealt with

Most European Member

as lost profits.

decided to set up a system that would solve

"viewed

the category of computer networks that are

that people

But the difference

often

although

open systems which can be accessed by

In Europe,

on a massive

providers

content

this

Universal City Studios,

this

States

problem. They came up with a method

Inc.,

464 U.S. 417 (1984)

The future of Communications Policy making,

3

WM. & MARY

BILL RTS.

J.

1,

20

(1994)
63 Gabriel Garcia,

INT'L L.

J.

Economic Development and

701, 715 n.46 (1992) There

intellectual property increased

there

is

is

from 9.9%

the

evidence
to

27.4%

Course of Intellectual Property in Mexico, 27 TEX.
between 1947 and 1986, the total export of US

that,
in

comparison with

a likelihood that infringement of copyrights can occur

more

all

US

exports. In consequence,

easily,

because of the perfect

combination of the advanced reproduction technique with growing export. See Michael
Intellectual Property Rights,

Gadbaw

et al.,

Global consensus, Global Conflict?, 4 R. INTELL. PROP. RIGHTS, 34

(1988)
64

Bruce A. Lehman, Global Intellectual Property

PROP.
65

MEDIA & ENT.

L.J.,

in the

Twenty-First Century,

FORDHAM

12 (1996)

Sony Corporation of America

v.

Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984).

INTELL.
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which

called the "levy-system" 66

is

every copy that

is

,

which enables the author

to

be remunerated for

distributed, (cfr. infra)

Nonetheless,

we

medium

face a

every protected work that

that incorporates the ability

of reproducing

available on the market with an incredible ease and

is

effectiveness. 67

The following examples

will illustrate that the

above described reasoning

'science fiction', and should serve as a warning for the likelihood of piracy

is

not

on the Net.

R.E.M., the famous rock-band from Athens, Georgia, was confronted with the
reality

site

of 'cybertheft', when a disc-jockey of a radio station in Singapore put up a

where one could download

six tracks with digital quality

be released to the public six months
content of the

CD.

later. 68

The disc-jockey was able

to offer the

before the marketing of the official record started, because he could

infringers in cases as described

above are mostly students or hobbyists,

always big fans of the topic they put on to a web-site. Therefore,

for,

first

because the infringer does not have the

and secondly, because he

worships, sues him. This

The only thing one can

66

CORBET,

67

As

stated

problem
68

is

is

do,

is

money

a fan, and will not like the hostility

certainly not the perfect
is try

who

that the

are almost

hard to recover

that the plaintiff is suing

when

the

band he

method of marketing your products.

to scare the alleged infringer,

J.,

and

that is exactly

what

Auteursrecht, Story-Scientia, 1997, 45.

above

in

chapter

A), 1) c, the speed at which one can

II,

download information from the

not so high. But, as one can imagine, technological advancement

in

it is

is

in this case. 70

happened

Internet

-

of the album that was to

reproduce the six tracks from a "freebie" 69 to his web-site. The problem

damages,

web

a matter of

little

is

a factor that can solve this

time.

The information was acquired

in

one of the classes of Professor Bertis Downs,

'Entertainment Industry Law' -professor

at the

who

is,

besides an

University of Georgia, manager and legal counsel for the

rock-band R.E.M.
69

A

'freebie'

and others,
70

in

is

a free copy of a record which

order to play

some

See Downs, supra note 68.

is

sent

by

artists to

radio stations, broadcasting companies

tracks as a promotion for the release of the

new album

19

The second example

an excerpt taken from a convention of the Software

is

Publishers Association (SPA), the leading trade association of the computer software
industry, "representing over 1,200

companies

that

develop and market software for

entertainment, business and the Internet" 71 and which promotes and tries to protect the

of the entire software industry. The

interest

1996"over $

1 1

worldwide and over $ 2

billion

question, however,

for

is

SPA

what percentage the

found that piracy cost the industry

billion in the

in

United States alone." 72 The

Internet is responsible, bearing in

mind

that the potential for reproducing software through the Internet is frighteningly real,

because pirate

sites are

numerous and downloading of software

over the Net. 73 In other words, the number of
Internet

is

uncertain because

it is

high number. Therefore, piracy
a magnificent device, that

c.

To

is

is

illegal

almost impossible to track this down, but

all

it

must be a

a serious problem that can pose a threat for the use of

the Internet.

Solutions for this problem of infringement:

have a thorough knowledge of the solutions

future might bring.

available free

copies distributed through the

deal with the problem of copyright infringement

case-law, both in the

titles is

US
The

and
first

in Europe).

on the

that are offered

Secondly,

we

Internet,

one needs

by current law (mostly

also need to find out

topic, that is the current

to

what the

approach towards copyright

infringement on the Internet, will be discussed in Section

B

of

this chapter.

The

proposals of legislation for possible solutions for the future, which are the White

Paper 74 in the US, and the

EC

Proposal on the Harmonization of copyrights in the

Information Society 75 will be discussed in Chapter IV of this research.
,

71

Sandra A.

Sellers,

Copyright Piracy in the Internet,

WL

14150638 (1997)

72 Id. at 2.
73

Id. at

2

74

The White Paper is the product of the Working Group, a task-force as set up by President Clinton. The
Working Group, which forms the backbone of the study of the National Information Infrastructure (Nil),
tries

to

give answers to the quandary of copyright protection

on the

Internet.

See Information

20
3) Goal: maintain the balance

between technological progress and

copyright protection:
Balance between the right of access of the user and the

a.

copyright of the copyright holder:

To understand
protection,

it

On

is

the

balance

between technological progress and copyright

important to understand that copyright protection itself

is

it

latter right is

only mentioned in the

US

works. 76

system 77 and
,

understand the difference between the legal system of the

comprehend

On

the other

US

it is

imperative to

and Europe,

in order to

the importance of this right.

While the European Continental system

room

artistic

imperative that the users of the Internet have access to the information.

However, the

little

balanced.

the one hand, copyright law protects an author's rights in his or her work.

This protection creates an incentive for authors to publish
hand,

is

for benefit to the public, the

is

based on natural law 78 which leaves
,

North-American approach

is,

in theory,

mainly

focused on the benefit of the public, since the U.S. Constitution grants Congress the

power

to enact copyright laws to

Infrastructure

"promote the Progress of Science" 79

Task Force, National Telecommunications and

and Information Administration, 'The

National Information Infrastructure: Agenda for action, Executive Summary' (1995) [Hereinafter White

Paper or Nil]
75

EC

Proposal for a Council Directive on the Harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related

rights in the Information Society,

76 Corbet,
77

U.S.

78

As

supra note 66

CONST. Art

at

final

(1997)

26-27.

Section

I,

COM(97) 628

8, cl. 8.

a sixteenth century lawyer wrote in Europe: "as the heavens and the earth belong to God, because

they are the

work of his word. ..so

the author of a

book

is its

complete master, and as such he can dispose

Stephen Breyer, The Uneasy
Case for Copyright: A study of Copyright in Books, Photocopies, and Computer Programs, 83 HARV. L.
REV. 281, 284 (1970). The idea of a natural law copyright also reflects from the moral rights which are
primarily a European Continental concept. These rights resemble the eternal right that authors have on
their works. See Patterson, Ray, class session of Advanced Copyright, University of Georgia, School of
of

it

Law
79

as he chooses."

See Justice Breyer's

(1998)

US. CONST.

Art.

I,

Section

8, cl. 8.

citation in his copyright quotes:

21

As

Justice Stewart stated:

the immediate effect of our copyright law
fair return to

aim

is,

by

to secure a

an 'author's' creative labor. But the ultimate

this incentive,

the general public good.

to stimulate artistic creativity for

The

States and the primary object
lie in

is

sole interest of the United
in conferring the

monopoly

the general benefits derived by the public from the

labors of authors. 80
In other words, the author will be encouraged in the

work

to the public in

right

of access from the public

exchange for a
to

fair return.

works and the

US

to disseminate his or her

Consequently, the balance between the
right to

monopolize the work from the

author's point of view tips over to the right of access in the US.

The European Continental system on
the author.

The public comes

the other hand, focuses

all its

attention

on

second place according to European Continental

in

Copyright. This can be easily illustrated by the fact that the author holds a right to
'release' his or her

work

to the public as he or she wants,

term of protection. 81 The balance

in

Europe

will in

even

after expiration

consequence

tip

of the

over to the author

and his or her copyrights.
This difference between the
it

will

US

and Continental Europe

have an effect on the dissemination of information

consequence on the right of access of the public

to the Internet.

is

very important, since

to

the public,

As we

and in

will discuss the

balance between the technological progress and copyright protection in the next section,

we need

to

remember

the above mentioned distinction between the

and Continental European approach of copyright protection.

80 Twentieth Century
81

Music Corp.

Corbet, supra note 66 at 56.

v.

Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975)

North-American

-

22
between

Balance

b.

technological

and

progress

copyright

protection:

As technology

has continued to evolve, copying has

become

easier with the

invention of audio-tape recorders, VCR's, and digital technology. Because of this

means of communication and reproduction,
ability

of our current laws to face a

there

new

need for a reexamination of the

is

digital age, free

from unlawful reproduction and

distribution. 82

This

is

an honorable quest, but the fact

is

that

one needs

to

amend

current

copyright statute to protect everyone's rights, including the right of the public to have
access to these works. If one studies for example the Sony-case* 3

who were of the

be the end of their imperium, and the

opinion that this
start

VCR's because

is

obvious that the

new means of technology would

of the 'copyright infringement' -age. This idea

can be implied from the request of respondents
all

it

the point of view of the copyright holders -in casu a group

Supreme Court did not share
of movie studios- 84

,

-

read: group of

who

they are created by manufacturers

movie studios

-

to

contribute to infringe the

copyrights the movie studios own. 85 This reasoning was not accepted by the court. 86

The court reasoned

as follows:

If there are millions

of owners of VCR's

of televised.events,...and

programs welcome the
the equipment that

be

stifled

if

the

who make

proprietors

practice, the business

makes such copying

to

make

copies

of those

of supplying

feasible should not

simply because the equipment

individuals

unauthorized

is

used by some

productions

of

respondent's works. The respondents do not represent a
class

composed of all copyright

82

Lehman, supra note 64

83

Sony Corporation of America

84

Mat 417

85 /(iat417-418

86 Id. at 419.
87 /<i. at 4 18-4 19

holders. 87

at 12.
v.

Universal City Studios,

Inc.,

ban

464 U.S. 417 (1984)

23
In other words, the fact that copyright infringement can occur through the use of

a

VCR

is

not a reason to ban these devices from the market.

shifting", that is the

method whereby consumers record

a later stage in time,

one thing, but doing

it

amending copyright laws

rationally

Europeans solved
'levy-system', a
holders,

(cfr.

is

in order to

this issue

infra:

to

watch

Internet, but

accommodate new technology

of copyright infringement through

Chapter

one has

at

One needs

III,

that satisfies both

B,l,a.)

The same

is

VCR's

is

with the

consumers and copyright
true for the Internet.

needs to find a solution to avoid massive unlawful copying and distribution of

works on the

it

another.

method of remuneration

supra and

work

ruled that "time-

not to be considered copyright infringement. 88

is

therefore to realize that

the

The court

to

do

this in a rational

way,

One

artistic

that is in respect with the

rights of users..

The next

on the

which mainly consists of case law. The possible ways of current copyright

Internet,

infringement, and

Chapter

section will discuss available law of copyright protection

III

who

will be liable for those infringements, will

will discuss

what

rights users

the cybercontext, based

on the

look

when we review

at a

possible future

government and the European

be examined in

of the Internet and copyright holders have in

rules as set forth in Section B. Finally,

legislators

detail.

in

we

will take a

Chapter IV the proposals that both the

make

in order to encounter the

US

problem of

infringement of copyrighted works on the Information Superhighway.

B) Infringement and

1)

When
in

88

mind

Id. at

cybercontext;

In general:

Internet users are caught

that all features

420.

liability in the

up

in the novelty

of the Internet, that

is

of this device, they should keep

copying, transmitting and distributing

24
information, have long been the subject of copyright regulation. In consequence, users

should pause to consider whether the downloading, transmission and distribution of
these works

would be permitted

if the

device was a photocopier. This section seeks to

determine what the current rules require

comply with copyright law while using

in the

US

and Europe when one wants

the Internet.

2) Possible theories of infringements in the

a.

One

infringes copyright law

a

protected

when one

violates

one of the exclusive rights of the

is

are

three

theories

or

of

direct infringement, contributory infringement

liability.

b.

Direct infringement:

i.

One who

violates

copyright infringement. 91

Definition:

on exclusive

To

rights

of the copyright holder

is

guilty

of direct

prevail in a suit for direct copyright infringement, the

plaintiff first needs to prove that he

show

when defendants "copy

work without permission." 90 There

infringement on copyright laws. There

and vicarious

US:

In general:

copyright holder. 89 Generally, courts will find infringement
distribute

to

owns

a valid copyright, and secondly he needs to

that the defendant copied or violated the original

components of the copyrighted

work. 92 In the past, the validity of the copyright could be easily checked by the
copyright notice, which was a statutory requirement and the absence of which indicated

no copyright. To enable the

89 Copyright

Act of 1976, 17

USC

US

to join the

Section 106-1 18, 602 (1976); Corbet, supra note 66 at 45-46.

90

Karen

91

MERGES ET AL., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

S.

Berne Convention, Congress abolished the

Frank, Potential liability on the Internet, 437 PLI/PAT 417, 426 (1996)

92 Frank, supra
note

90

at

426.

IN

THE NEW TECHNOLOGICAL AGE, 456

(1997)
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notice

and

-

all

formalities as a prerequisite to a copyright

and one can

-

works are protected by copyright. 93

original

ii.

Examples

in

cyberspace:

was convicted

1993, George Frena, a bulletin board operator (BBS),

In

direct copyright infringement because he distributed unauthorized copies

pictures from Playboy magazine. 94

seventy

The court found

that

no

material

was

substantially similar to the material

he never uploaded 97 any

removed

of copyrighted

less than

hundred and

all

file

the material after he

of Playboy

Inc.

,

and

owned by Playboy
onto a

BBS, and

was summoned. 98 The defendant

that the displayed
Inc.,

Frena stated

that he

immediately

also argued that "the

affirmative defence of fair use precludes a finding of copyright infringement." 99

court did not accept the defendant's reasoning since

judgment

to the plaintiff

granted partial

its

summary

copyrighted works. 100 The court also

Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988, Pub. L 100-568, 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. (102

[Hereinafter
94

it

The

on the claim of copyright infringement, holding that Frena

violated plaintiffs exclusive right to display

93

for

images were taken from plaintiffs magazine. 95 Although the defendant

admitted that he never "obtained authorization or consent" 96

that

state that

Stat.),

2853.

BCIA]

Playboy Enterprises,

Inc.

v Frena, 839

F.

Supp. 1552, 1993. [Hereinafter Playboy]

95 Id. at 1553.

96 Id. at 1554.
97

Remember our
B)

supra Chap.

I,

98 Playboy,

839

discussion of cyberlanguage, and the distinction between downloading and uploading,
4).

F.

Supp. 1552

at

1554.

99 Id. at 1554.
100

The

right to display covers " the projection

of an image on a screen or other surface by any method,

the transmission of an image by electronic or other means, and the
tube, or similar viewing apparatus connected with

any

sort

showing of an image on a cathode ray

of information storage and retrieval system."

H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong. 2d Sess. 64 (Sept. 3, 1976), reprinted in 1976 U.S. Code Cong. &
Admin. News 5659, 5677. This display right does not allow transmission of the display without consent
of the author from one place to another, for example by a computer system. See H.R. Rep. No. 1476,
94th Cong., 2d Sess. 80 (Sept. 3, 1976, reprinted in 1976 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News 5659, 5694.
However, in order to violate copyright law, the display must be public. See Columbia Pictures Indus.,
Inc. v. Redd Home Inc., 749 F.2d 154 (3rd Cir. 1984)
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did not allow the defendant to succeed in

defence

its

when

stating that he

of the copyright infringement because "intent or knowledge

is

was unaware

not an element of

infringement. ,,1()l
In

February 1995, representatives of the Church of Scientology* 02 sued D.

Tom

Erlich,

Klemesrud, the operator of the

copyright infringement. 103

This

is

BBS

and Netcom, a service provider, for

one out of three cases where the Church of

Scientology sued for copyright infringement. In this case, defendant Erlich, a former
minister of the Church, had posted

Church. To prove his

files

on "Usenet"

critical statements, Erlich

claimed to be copyrighted. What

is

who had

it

was

material. Nonetheless, the

Church

by

Erlich,

stated that

on the basis of

that

Netcom

Netcom could

who

its

Playboy, 839

F.

102 Hereinafter 'the
103

BBS

operator,

liable for direct copyright

server for a period of time." 105

The defence of

copyright infringement. 107 However, the court decided

101

did not have any

plaintiffs motion for a preliminary injunction against Erlich

direct copyright infringement. 106

Netcom could be

of the

not allege a violation

alleged by

fair use, as

Erlich did not have any chance because of the likelihood of success

nor

critical

posted the alleged infringing

Netcom was

infringement because the "posting was resident on

The court granted

is

rather Klemesrud, the

a contract with Netcom. 104 Consequently,

of the imposed subscriber agreement

were highly

posted some religious works the Church

important to know,

contractual relationship with Erlich, but that

that

on the merits of

that, neither the

BBS

held directly liable for copyright infringement, because

Supp. 1552

at

operator

it

was

the

1555-1559.

Church'

Religious Technology Center

v.

Netcom On-line Communication

Services, Inc., et

al.,

907

F.

Supp.

1361 (N.D. Cal. !995) [Hereinafter Religious Techn.] For the claims of contributory infringement, see

next Section of this chapter.
104
105

106
107

/J. at

1363.

Frank, supra note 90

at

43

1

Religious Tech., 907 F. Supp. at 1366.
Id. at

1366.
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subscriber.
materia!.

no was responsible for the distribution of the unlawful

Ifaa

But

1

-

infringement

1

the

was not convincing on the topic of contributor)

court

This type of infringement will be discussed in the next section-

'-**
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as copyright holders in their seek of damages,

we

some case law

will discuss

in this

area.

/'/'.

Copyright infringement

Definition:
is

not limited to direct violation of the rights of a

copyright holder, but also encompasses the encouragement of a third party to infringe
copyrights. 111

In other words, a defendant
infringe a copyright.

The defendant

may be
literally

liable

when he "induces" someone

contributes to the infringement.

Contributory infringement requires two elements:

first,

the defendant needs to

have knowledge of the infringing activity," 2 and he secondly needs
substantially in the infringement. 113

as the person "who, with

The Second

is

to participate

Circuit defined a contributory infringer

knowledge of the infringing

activity,

materially contributes to the infringing conduct of another." 114

element

else to

induces, causes or

A

very important

the fact that defendants are held liable as contributory infringers, only if they

have knowledge of the infringement. Does
will only be liable

when

this therefore

mean

that service providers

they have knowledge of the infringing activity that

is

put on the

Internet? Internet Service Providers give access to the Internet for a fee, and while they

can not be directly

some case-law

liable for the content

available.

The cases

as

of messages that are sent over the Net, there

summed up and

discussed below, will hopefully

clarify this problem.

1 '
'

1

12

113

U4

Merges,

et al.,

supra note 91

at

456.

Frank, supra note 90 at 426.

Gershwin Pub. Corp.
Id. at 1162.

v.

Columbia

Artists

Management,

Inc.,

is

443 F.2d

1

159 (2d

Cir.

1971)

29
Hi Current case law:
In 1993,

CompuServe, an ISP, was sued

Frank Music Corporation" 5

action by

Agency. 116 The complaint charged
services that enabled

instructed

The

CompuServe

latter is

plaintiff

Fox

a music publisher client of the Harry

,

CompuServe maintained

subscribers to upload and

its

which the

copyright of

that

for contributory infringement in a class

download musical compositions,

owned." 7 The complaint

to stop the activity, but

a music forum on

its

the

further stated that plaintiff

CompuServe ignored

the warning." 8

an important element, considering the prerequisite of intent to infringe in a

we

discussed above.

The case was

when

contributory infringement

suit,

CompuServe proposed

obtain and pay for licenses from the above mentioned

to

as

settled

agency." 9
In

1994, a 'computer game'-case

(BBS) with approximately four hundred

electronic bulletin board

the latter the possibility to

subscribers, offered

download computer games, which were manufactured by

Sega Enterprises. 121 There was evidence

that the defendant "solicited

such activity and

downloading the material." 122 Maphia even sold devices

sometimes charged fees

for

which could be used

make

to

was decided. 120 Defendant MAPHIA, an

additional copies of the video games. 123

Although the

copying devices had other purposes, the court decided that "their primary use was to

115

Frank Music Corp.

v.

CompuServe Incorporated, NO. 39

Civ. 8153 (1993). [Hereinafter

Frank Music

Corp.]
116

This agency

is

a subsidiary of the National Music Publishers Association which issues mechanical

reproduction licenses to record manufacturers. See Biederman, supra note 39
117
118
1

19

Frank Music Corp., NO. 39 Civ. 8153
Id. at

120
121

679

122 Id. at
680.
123

Id. at

8155.

at

&

James

F.

Brelsford, Protecting

your

intellectual property assets,

101 (1997)

Sega Enterprises Ltd.
Id. at

695.

8154.

Katherine C. Spelman

PLI/PAT

at

680.

v.

Maphia, 857

F.

Supp. 679 (N.D. Cal. 1994) [Hereinafter Maphia]

468

30

copy games." 124 The court also found
its

that defendant's

encouragement and direction of the

knowledge of the infringements,

through

facilities

its

bulletin board activity,

Maphia had no idea when

constituted contributory infringement, even though

the

games

were uploaded and downloaded. 125 The court found there was enough evidence

to

conclude that defendant constituted contributory infringement. 126

Then

there are the

Church of Scientology

BBS

described above, the

cases. 127 In the case that

was

partially

and the service provider were sued not only for direct

infringement, but also for contributory infringement. 128

The court held

that

Netcom

could be held liable as a contributory infringer because they had the ability to exercise

over

control

the

alleged

infringer

Netcom knows how

since

to

supervise

the

transmission and storage of information, the means by which someone might infringe

on copyrights. 129 Moreover, Netcom received plaintiffs
notified about the purported infringements. 130

The court

sufficient question of fact to preclude granting

letter

whereby defendant was

also held that "plaintiff raised

Netcom summary judgment on

its

affirmative defence of fair use." 131 As to the BBS-operator, the court held that defendant

"knew

or should have

known" of the copyright infringement because

plaintiff notified

the operator of the unlawful activity. 132 Fortunately for the defendants, the case
settled,

and the

posted a

new

of this settlement are confidential, but one can note that Netcom

details

set

was

of guidelines, stating that

it

will

remove temporarily material about

24 Id. at 682.
25

Id. at

684.

26 Id. at 685.
27 Religious

Technology Center

v.

Netcom On-line Communication

361 (N.D. Cal. 1995) [Hereinafter Religious Techn.l]
28

W.

29

Spelman, supra note

at

1365.

30 Religious Techn.,
31

Id. at 1380.

32 /^. at 1382.

1

907

19 at 109.
F.

Supp. 1361

at 1374.

Services, Inc., et

al.

,

907 F.Supp

31

which

receives a complaint, and

it

out that the posted material
In Religious
that defendants

operating a

is

remove

it

permanently when the investigation points

indeed unlawful. 133

Technology Center

F.A.C.T.Net, Inc. nA the District Court found

v.

,

Wollersheim and Penney, both of whom were former Church members,

company named F.A.C.T.Net, which maintained

BBS

a

on the Net

concerning critique on the Church, were exempted from copyright infringement on the
basis of fair use. 135

doctrine 136

specifically noted that

the plaintiff failed to

,

criticism 137

The Court

,

(2) that the nature

show

that

(1)

be

to provide the

fair use, 138

and

evidence that a

work

entirely,

First

member of the Church would

Amendment

of Scientology, would love

still

rules,

line.

compared because of the

harm

the

refusal

of the

Church because there was no

consider the posting as a substitute for a

points out that censorship

to see this

where one should draw the

was commercial

and because sometimes even complete copying can

(4) that the posting did not

work of the Church. 139 This case
were the

defendant's use

1

'fair use" -

of the work was not esoteric, (3) that the amount and

substantiality of the portion copied could not be

Church

of the four factors of the

The

not allowed in a country

is

although some parties, as in this case the Church

changed

in their

third case out

own

of

benefit.

A question remains

this trilogy clarifies the latter

issue.

In Religious Technology Center

v.

Lerma ]40 Arnaldo Lerma,
,

Church member, the Washington Post and two of

133

Netcom

134

901

F.

Settles

Lawsuit on Scientology Copyright, Wall

136

Id. at

1525-1527.

Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C. Section 107 (1976)

137 Id.
at 1525.

138

Id. at

1525; Sony, 464, U.S.

139

Mat

1525-1526.

140

908

F.

reporters

St. J.,

Aug.

5,

were sued

1996, at

for copyright

B2

Supp. 1519 (D.Colo.), verified motion for returns of items granted, 907 F.Supp.1468 (D.Colo.

1995)
135

its

also a former

at

417.

Supp. Supp. 1362 (E.D. Va. 1995)

32
infringement. 141

The U.S.

summary judgment

District

for the Post

Court for the Eastern District of Virginia entered

and

its

reporters based

on the

fact that the

only used forty-six words in three quotes from the copyrighted material. 142

hand the court did decide

work on

the

that

newspaper

On

the other

Lerma, by posting a substantial portion of a copyrighted

Net without any

comment

or

critique,

was

guilty

of copyright

infringement. 143

d.

If

one has the

Vicarious infringement:

ability to

monitor the infringing action of another, in combination

"with an obvious and direct financial interest in the exploitation of copyrighted
materials

place

-

-

even

in the

absence of actual knowledge that the infringement

"than the supervisor

may be

Vicarious infringement has

is

taking

held vicariously liable. 144
its

origin in the

famous "dance

hall" cases. 145 In

these cases, lounge owners have been held vicariously liable for the infringing activities

of musical performances because they are able to monitor the situation, and because
they receive a direct financial benefit from the performances in their lounges, the two
prerequisites to constitute this type of infringements. 146 Courts have found contributory

infringement on the basis of services

when an

alleged infringer chose the infringing

material to be used in the direct infringer's work. 147 There

when

141

the defendant

Id. at

was responsible

is

vicarious infringement

for the day-to-day activities

where the unlawful

852.

142 Id. at 1367.
143

Id. at

1580-81.

& Co. v. H.L. Green Co., 316 F. 2d. 304, 307 (2d Cir. 1963)[Hereinafter Shapiro]
See e.g.: Dreamland Ball Room, Inc. v. Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., 36 F. 2d 354 (7th Cir. 1929)

144 Shapiro,
Bernstein
145

146

Frank, supra note 90 at 428.

147 Universal Pictures

Co.

v.

Harold Lloyd Corp., 162 F.2d 354, 366 (9th

Cir.

1947)

33
activity took place.

goods used

and

it.

Also, there can be vicarious liability on the basis of equipment or

in relation to the

To claim
right

148

unlawful activity. 149

vicarious liability, one needs to prove that the defendant (1) had the

and

ability to control the third party

(2) received a direct financial benefit

from

150

cyberspace

the

In

Technology Center

context,

Netcom was

The court reasoned

and

policy, that this

Netcom. 152
3) Infringement of

Although we
important to

-

that defendant did

was a

not have a policy of not enforcing the infringement, or if there
benefit

Religious

the

for contributory infringement, besides the claims for direct

contributory infringement, as described above. 151

would

by

sued

know

moral

rights:

will discuss this issue thoroughly in chapter III
that

this thesis,

it is

moral rights are principally a product from the European

Continental system and that since the

US

joined the Berne Convention 153 ,

theoretically 154 moral rights are recognized in the
,

However, these

of

rights,

US

at least

as well.

which are non- waivable and non-transferrable,

155 will

be

very hard to enforce on the Internet. Therefore, some scholars, even in Europe, argue

KND Corp., 491

148

Boz Scaggs Music

149

See Cable/Home Communication Corp.

v.

F.

Supp. 908, 913 (D. Conn. 1980)
v.

Network

Prods., Inc.,

902

F.

2d 829, 845-847 (11th

Cir.

1990)
150 Shapiro,
i5l

316F2dat304.

Religious Techn., 907 F. Supp. 1365.

152
153

Id. at

The US joined

Pub.
154

1377.

L

the Berne Convention in 1988. See

Beme Convention

Implementation Act of 1988,

100-568, 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. (102 Stat.) 2853. [Hereinafter BCIA]

Considering the fact that the

US

copyright law

(See our discussion above), moral rights are

is

still

so different than the European Continental system
a hot topic in the US.

implementation of the Berne Convention was not performed well

implemented from the Convention.

In

one looks

consequence, one might state that the

the Convention de facto.

The US just signed

155

at 58.

Corbet, supra note 66

if

the document. See Id. at 2854.

As
at

a matter of fact, the

how

US

little

US

Congress

does not comply with

34

enforcement of moral rights

that the

Where does
'inspired'

this

is

a 'mission impossible' in the cybercontext. 156

"un-European" approach come from? Probably these scholars were

by the publisher's opinion on moral

rights. If

we

look

at the

Green Paper of

1995 157 one notes that the representatives of publishers, press, producers, broadcasters
,

and employers were "hostile

to

moral

performers argued for strong moral
that

moral

rights,

rights,

rights. 158

whereas the representatives of authors and

The

representatives of the publishers stated

being "untransferable, inalienable and perpetual" 159 are the source of

uncertainty, and in consequence discourage investment. 160

The

representatives of the

authors do not agree with this point of view, and presented evidence of the fact that

moral rights were rarely invoked

in order to prevent the exploitation

of the work. For

example, in the area of motion pictures, the principal director has to reach an agreement
with the producer of a film before the picture
authors

showed

that

is

moral rights do not pose a

the harmonization of the European

made, on
real

problem

digital

for the Internal

Community nowadays because,

they might pose a problem, they have to be taken care

However,

this matter. In other

technology makes

it

words, the

Market and

in the areas

where

of. 161

possible to modify the works with a

few

touches on the right buttons of a computer keyboard. In consequence, with the arrival of
the information society, the question of the enforcement of moral rights

is

becoming an

urgent issue and should be dealt with in the near future.

The

US

Constitution provides for a

quid pro quo. The author

is

encouraged

monopoly on copyrights on

to disseminate its

work

the basis of a

to the public in order to

156

Westerbrink, B.N., Juridische aspecten van het Internet, Otto Cramwinkel, Amsterdam, 1996 at 27.

157

EC

Green Paper on Copyright and Related Rights

(1995)
158
159

Mat 66
Id. at 67.

160 Id.
at 67.
161

Id. at 67.

in the

Information Society,

COM(95) 382

final

35

there are certain rights on the artistic

consequence, when

arts. 162 In

meet the standard of promotion of science and useful

works which are non-waivable, non-transferable,

they will form a high burden on the dissemination process.

etc,

Therefore, and because of the above mentioned

fact

that,

if

one already

recognizes moral rights on the Net, one faces a hard time in enforcing them as such on
this

new means of communication.
4) Theories of possible infringement in

While the issue of liability

for the infringements

Europe:
of copyright

in the

cybercontext

has been the subject of intense debate in the European Community, the

latest

EC

Proposal on the harmonization of copyrights in the Information Society 163 does not

provide a specific provision on this issue. Consequently, the rules of

be established on national

level,

and

in general, these national rules will

copyrights in the Information Society. 164
a study of the

Community

EC Commission

A new Directive

reveals us. 165 This

is

is

on

its

as

we

speak, as

the best evidence that the

on the

Internet,

is

EC

the promotion of self-regulatory

systems (codes of conduct). 166 Questions remain as to whether
effective in an environment

U.S.

way

apply to

takes the issue of harmonization for real. Another proposed initiative to

tackle copyright infringement

162

liability are still to

CONST.

Art.

I,

where a

Section

8,

CI

8.;

lot

of money

is at

this initiative will

be

stake.

Twentieth Century Music Corp.

v.

Aiken, 422

US

151, 155

(1975)
163

164
165

the
166

EC

Proposal, supra note 75 at

1

1.

A/, at 11.

The new Directive is planned for
moment of draft of this thesis. Id.
Id. at 11.

the
at

1

first

months of 1998, but

it

was impossible

to receive a

copy on

CHAPTER III:
RIGHTS OF PRODUCERS AND USERS OF COPYRIGHT PROTECTED

WORKS ON THE INTERNET:

A) The rights of the holder of a copyrighted work on the Web:
Copyrights: 167

1)

Copyrights are rights whereby an author can control certain uses of the protected

work. 172 During the term of protection, one

who

uses works without the consent of the

author commits copyright infringement. 173

An

important principle

is

that copyright is applicable to the Internet as to every

other carrier. 174 Texts, images, software and audiovisual works deserve protection, even

Cyberspace. For example,

in

CD.,

or M.D.,

it

is

if

one stores a protected musical work on an audio tape, a

reasonable that,

if the

same work

through a carrier such as the Internet, the same work
words, technological development

is

transmitted, stored, or used

is

still

deserves protection. In other

not a reason to abolish copyright protection.

167

While the Anglo-Saxon countries talk about copyrights, the European Continental Regime uses for
example in France, the term 'droit d'auteur'. There are some differences between these two concepts.
While one needs

to

prove

in

European system requires a
to

both legal systems that the created work
stricter definition

have the "personal fingerprint" of the author

Story-Scientia, 1997, 27.

A

protection. In consequence, oral

in

order to be original. See

is

medium

"fixed in a tangible

works

latter

will not be protected

CRAIG JOYCE, ET AL.,
OLIVIER HANCE, Business

op Internet volgens de

under

wet,

system, the

CORBET,
is

J.,

work has

Auteursrecht,

the fact that the

US

or expression" in order to deserve

US

NEW TECHNOLOGICAL AGE 341
COPYRIGHT LAW 5, (3rd Ed.) (1997)

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE
173

original to deserve protection, the

second difference between these two legal systems

system requires that the work

172

is

of originality. According to the

law.

See

MERGES, ET

AL.,

(1997).

een referentiegids voor juristen en IT-

specialisten, Best of Editions, Antwerp, 1996, 91.
174

BRTNDSON,

D.J.

ET

AL.,

Intellectual

Property

<http://www.eff.org/CAF/LAW/ip-primer>

36

Law Primer

for

Multimedia

developers,

37
2)

Who

holds the copyrights on a certain work, posted on the

Internet:

US

a.

The author and
of copyright law. But,

law:

his assignee deserve protection for their rights
in the case

According

Under

to

US

the basis

is

will

deserve protection,

pops up immediately.

law, the 'work for hire' -doctrine will take care of this problem. 175

this doctrine,

her employment,

That

of multimedia works, often there are several authors

who

of one work. The question

.

who

an employer of an author

is

deemed

to

work

creates a

be the author. For example,

picture, only the producer will hold the copyright

approximately two hundred people

who

in the course

if the

work

of the work, even

is

how

a motion

if there

helped making the movie. The

receive credit for their particular artistic input, and no matter

of his or

latter

were

may

creative this might be,

they are not entitled to the copyright. Therefore, only the employer will be the copyright
holder,

which makes

easier to transfer the copyright. Dealing with

it

several copyright holders of the

same work

facilitates

economical and practical doctrine, although
creative authors

who

one rather than

commerce, and the

this theory

US

opts for an

ignores the input of other

helped making the work.
b.

European Continental Law:

Because the work-for-hire doctrine does not apply

in Continental

Europe, there

are a different set of rules to determine the holder of the copyright in a work. If

we

apply European law to our example of the motion picture, one finds that the producer
not to be considered an author because he

is

rather collects funds and people in order to

make

175
1

Merges

76 Corbet,

et al.,

supra note 167

supra note 66

at

21

at

329.

is

not a person that has a creative input, but
the movie. 176

One needs

to transfer his

38
rights 'explicitly' to the
-

in order to

make

There

is

employer

-

read producer in our example of the motion picture

the latter the lawful

one exception

owner of these

to this rule in

rights. 177

European Continental law, which

software. According to the 'Software Directive' 178 of 1991, the employer

is

is

supposed

to

be the holder of the copyrights on the software which was created by a person under a
labour contract that does not mention anything on this aspect 179 In other words, in the
.

work

case of software, the

when

employee

the

will automatically be transferred to the employer, except

he does not want

explicitly stipulates in the contract that

this to

happen.

Because of the principle described above,
creators and authors to secure their rights

hand, and on the other hand,
rights.

it

will be

it

will

be

much

harder for European

on a work posted on the Internet on the one

much more

With the exception of software,

it

difficult for

will be

much

persons to acquire

all

the

harder to tackle copyright

infringement in the European Continental system because more authors are involved

and more

rights

need

to

be protected.

3) Different kinds of rights:

a.

According

to

Patrimonial rights:

European

Continental

copyright

copyright

law,

contains

patrimonial rights and moral rights. 180 Patrimonial rights are rights that enable an author

177

Hance, supra note 173

178

European Directive on the

179

Art. 2.3

European Directive on

180

This

one of the examples

is

at 98.

legal protection

of computer programs of May 14, 1991, (L 122) 42.

legal protection

that

of computer programs of May 14, 1991, (LI 22) 44.

European Continental copyright law

theory. According to this theory, one should divide copyright in patrimonial

and moral

rights.

The

latter rights

based on the natural law

is
-

read economical

-

rights,

represent the natural law theory because moral rights are non-

However, one can argue that the U.S. recognize - or at least should recognize the same distinction since they joined the Berne Convention. In other words, the separation between
patrimonial and moral rights is not an exclusive matter of Continental Europe.
transferable

and

eternal.

39
181
to exploit his or her work.

By means of

the exploitation of several rights against a

remuneration, the author earns his or her income.

We

of patrimonial rights

will discuss three categories

in

both legal systems.

It is

highly important to understand that the author needs to give his consent for every use of
182
that particular right in order not to constitute copyright infringement.

i.

The right of reproduction:

This right encompasses the right to prohibit or allow the work to be embedded

on material
on a

carriers. 183

The

printing of a document,

digital carrier are considered acts

memory 185

,

they will just stay in the

who

authors

of reproduction because these works will be

ROM-memory. 184 However,

loaded in the

downloading on a disc or recording

if the

memory

works are loaded

for a very short period,

RAM-

the

in

and there are

argue that this action should not be considered a reproduction. 186

Moreover, the European community shared the same idea when
proposal 187 that the above described act can
copyright protected works. According to the

stated in

it

its latest

not be considered an infringement of

EC Commission,

this act is

covered by the

exception of fair use. 188

On
this

kind

the contrary, the National Information Infrastructure

of use

of a

181

Corbet, supra note 66

182

Hance, supra note 173

1

83

184

copyright

protected

work,

(M/) 189 does not allow

and defines

it

as

copyright

at 45.

at 99.

Corbet, supra note 66 at 115

ROM

stands for

Read Only Memory

See ROSE,

L.,

Cyberspace and the Legal Matrix: Laws or

Confusion? <http:/www.eff.org./pub/legal/cyberspace-legal-matrix.article>
185

RAM

Random Access Memory and when there is data stocked
long as it does in the ROM-memory. See Triad System Corp.

stands for

stay in there as

in this
v.

memory,

it

will not

Southeastern Exp. Co.,

31 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1239 (N.D. Cal.Mar.18, 1994)
186

Hance, supra note 173

187 Proposal for
a

at 100;

Merges

et al.,

supra note 167

at

443.

Council Directive on the Harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related

rights in the Information Society,

COM(97) 628

final

of December 12, 1997. [Hereinafter

EC

Proposal]

188 Id., at 51.

189 The Nil is the task force as set up by President Clinton, and they wrote
a proposal to the US Congress
which is called the 'White Paper'. The Working Group, the drafters of this White Paper, studies the

40
infringement. 190

The

drafters of this 'White Paper'

more than

law deciding such. For example, the Ninth Circuit 191 decided

company engaged

in the business

for, in the

in

1994 that Triad, a

of selling and servicing computers (together with

licensed proprietary software), infringed copyright law

software they paid

on current case

likely rely

RAM-memory

when

they downloaded the

of their customers' computers

in order to

service them. 192

This distinction between both legal systems on the aspect of copyright law and
the

RAM-memory

of a computer

is

an important difference. This will certainly not ease

the discussion of copyright protection on the Internet
level

on an international

level, the

only

where the problem of copyright infringement on the Internet can be tackled

successfully, considering the global aspect of this

ii.

The author has

the

The right

power

to

other change to his or her work. 193

to

means of communication.

adapt the work:

allow or prohibit translations, adaptations or every

The author can only prevent others from infringing

personal expression of the author. 194 In the case of the Internet,

when

the user

make some changes, copyright infringement

downloads an image on a disc

in order to

occurs on a double level.

he violates the right of reproduction by downloading the

First,

copyright protected image to a disc, and he secondly infringes the author's right by

making

the changes without the author's consent.

since the risk of mutilation of copyrighted

works

It is

is

the latter part that interests us

very easy

when using

digitized

problem of copyright infringement on the Internet and tries to give answers to encounter the quandary.
Information
Infrastructure
Task Force, National Telecommunications and Information
Administration, 'The National Information Infrastructure: Agenda for Action, Executive Summary' (15

See

September 1993) [Hereinafter Nil]
190 Id. at 107.
191

192

Triad, supra note 185 at 1241.
Id. at

1241.

193

Corbet, supra note 66

194

Id. at 48.

at 47.
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works. This

is

an area where even encrypted works will not 'survive', since mutilation

can occur after one received the decryption key of the protected work. The

can

latter

then manipulate or change the works with an incredible ease, and no need to say that
these 'manipulators' will be very hard to track down.

technological protection, such as encryption,

etc.,

The only way

to stop this is

by

matters that will be discussed in

chapter IV of this paper.

Hi The right of distribution:

The

of distribution enables the copyright holder to transfer

right

several ways, for
distribute works,

example by

sale, rent or gift.

and some predict that

Traditionally, copyrighted

"in

it

The

will be the

Internet

is

market of the

its

the perfect

work

in

means

to

future. 195

works were distributed by material or physical objects

which the copyrighted work was

fixed." 196 Copyright

law protects the works of

authors by protecting the copies themselves. 197 Today, because of digitization of

copyrighted works on the Internet,

it is

easy to transmit a copyrighted work from one

sender to ten other computers, whereby both sender and receiver keep the copy, "despite
the fact that

no material object changes hand." 198 One might therefore argue

digital transmission

because the
the U.S.

195

-

EC

may be found

not to constitute a material copy. 199 Both

authorities propose thus to

amend

the current distribution right in

S. Coats, From sampling of artistic works to music distribution on the
of new digital technology on copyright law, 471 PLI/PAT 137, 140 (1997)

Heather D. Rafter and William

Internet: the effect
196

of a copyrighted work will not infringe the current distribution right

digital transmission

and

that a

William A. Tanebaum, Lost

in

Cyberia: "Transmission" under the

Law of Copyright,

431 PLI/PAT

61 (1996)
197 Id. at 61

198

Leslie A. Kurtz, Copyright

and

the National Information Infrastructure in the United States, 3

120, 123 (1996)
199

Tanenbaum, supra note 196

at 66.

EIPR
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Implementation Act 205 does not provide for the protection of moral
harmonization on a global level
Internet.

Moreover, the

fact that

a burden

is

rights. 206

The

lack of

on the protection of copyrights on the

moral rights are non-waivable

in

most countries can

cause problems for the commercialization of the copyright protected works on the
Internet. 207 Therefore,

the Internet,

some

these rights. 208

may

and also because protected works can be modified very easily on

authors argue that there

The Working Group

that

is

a need for rediscussing the flexibility of

wrote the White Paper suggested that "there

be a need either to permit the specific waiver of the right of integrity or to limit

its

application in the digital world." 209

Can one

therefore conclude that, if there

on the Information Superhighway,

it

is

already

will not be a lot?

some space

rights

moral

need

to

economics?

It

to his

is

by the copyright holders who are

because they are eternal and non transferable.

rights that

were conferred

to authors

in

on the basis of

agreements such as the Berne Convention? The fact that changing

honor or reputation." See Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and

24, 1971,

Is

obvious that moral rights are a burden to the

intellectual property

But should one therefore abolish
international

proposal state that

reason for this lack of 'interest' for moral rights?

there a possibility that the legislators are 'influenced'

economic flow of

EC

be transferred to authors and their assignees, they do not say this for

rights. Is there a particular

interested only in

moral rights

Doesn't the author deserve to

have his rights protected? Whereas one notes that the Nil and the

more

for

CCH

Copyrights, International Copyright Convention, 11, 400-1

1,

Artistic

Works, July

479. [Hereinafter Berne

Convention]
205

Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1988, Pub. L 100-568, 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. (102

Stat.)

2853. [Hereinafter BCIA]
206

On

the contrary, Congress stated that the existing panoply of remedies available under

US common

law, various state statutes and Federal laws, provided sufficient protection of moral rights. Id. at 2855.
207 NIL, supra note 189 at 146.

208 Hance, supra note 9 at 99; Westerbrink, B.N., Juridische aspecten van het Internet, Otto Cramwinkel,

Amsterdam, 1996,27.
209 NIL, supra note 189 at 146-147.
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technology makes

it

harder to enforce these rights, does not

mean

that

we

should give

up protecting them.

B) The rights of the user of the Internet:

1)

E-mail 210
a.

:

In general:

Because the Internet

started as a

means of communication where

the free flow of

information was one of the basic principles, one should try to establish a certain amount

of respect for the right of access to information and culture that the user nowadays has.

The challenge

that present

and future

of the user's right

legislators face is the integration

of access with the right that authors of copyrighted works have, that

is

a

One

fair return.

should try to find the perfect balance in order to achieve this goal.

US

law

historically

is

more

flexible because

under

the copyright clause the

public should eventually benefit from the works of the author211

,

continental copyright law, based on the natural law theory, focuses
the author212

.

Thus,

US

copyright law will consider

US

'fair'

However, when we take a look

at the

copyright on the Internet214 that

is

the White Paper,

we do

210 E-mail stands for electronic mail, and

means exactly what

the

,

postal services of the Internet.

No wonder

that

Internet

Westerbrink, supra note
211

U.S.

CONST.

Art.

I

1

users

describe

all its

attention

behaviour to be lawful. 213

word

says:

it is

much of fair use.

what one could

receive messages to and from everyone

to 'regular' mail

'regular'

not see that

postal

is

that

it

offers a swift service at a

services

ironically

as

"snail

released the

work of Kafka

213 This

214

is

to

against the latter' s will,

enjoy Kafka's work. See

would not have done as such,
A., Le droit d'auteur,

BERENBOOM,

the so-called 'Fair use doctrine' See Copyright Act 17 U.S.C. Section 107

NIL, supra note 189

who

low

is

price.

mail".

See

Section 8 CI. 8

make

available to the public or not. This theory can have unpleasant consequences. For example, if

have never been able

call the

at 23.

212 For example, the right to release, enables the author to decide whether he wants to

who

on

proposal that aims to solve the problem of

One can send and

connected to Cyberspace, but the advantage

whereas European

at

73-90

his

work

Max

Brod,

the public
104.

would
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The EC Proposal 215 on

the other

hand offers a

lot

of room for the

copyright protected works on the Internet. For example, the

EC

two systems, and more

Why

historically does not provide that

much room

for

much

basis for fair use, that

exemptions when the Internet

in copyright law, but

why does

specifically,

is

is

there a

a system that

the European, leave so

involved? The answer can not be found

is

a matter of privacy law. For example, historically the

is

use of

Proposal allows

'browsing' of works 216 whereas the White Paper specifically does not. 217
difference between the

fair

Member

States provide exceptions to the exclusive right of reproduction for copying of audio

and audio-visual material
based on the idea that
this area,

and

for private use. 218

was not even

it

this for reasons

The 'levy-system' 220

,

"The major reason

desirable to try to enforce an exclusive right in

of privacy." 219 However,

as this system

is

Member

exemption

and

therefore

it

EC Commission

recommends

to

of the opinion

The user of E-mail:

Community, E-mail, even of a work

EC
EC

whereby the

harmonize the copyright laws of the

Because of the above mentioned influence of privacy law

216

is

not for free.

States. 221

b.

215

is

copying legislation should be analogous for works that are encoded in

digital technology,

fifteen

this

called, provides a 'legal licence'

copyright holders are remunerated for their work. The
that the private

for this exception is

Proposal, supra note
Proposal, supra note

1

that is protected

by copyright,

in the

European

will not constitute a

87
1

87at 57.

217 Nil, supra note 189 at 213.
218

EC

Proposal, supra note 187 at 16

219 Id. at 16
220
is

The 'levy-system' provides

in a compensation for the copyright holders through a small amount that
example by the purchaser of audio-tapes. These compensations will be collected by a
fund that will in consequence pay the copyright holders. See Corbet, supra note 3 at 47;

to be paid for

certain

Unfortunately, the system varies widely
the
221

Commission
Id. at 16.

calls for a

in its

harmonization on

scope throughout the fifteen

this matter.

See

EC

Member

States,

Proposal, supra note

and therefore

187at 17.
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violation of copyright law.

makes

On

the other

hand

is

noteworthy that the United States

it

the distinction between private E-mail messages of protected works,

The US consider E-mail of a protected work

lawful, and messages to the public.

small group of persons where further distribution

work, and

in

which

is

are

to "a

authorized", as a reproduction of the

consequence authorization of the author needs

to

be acquired by the person

executing the E-mail. 222 Consequently one can also find elements of privacy law in U.S.
copyright law.

important to find out what acts are involved

It is

when one speaks about

E-mail,

and what the consequences might be on the aspect of copyright law considering the

above mentioned

principles.

i.

The
mail by

its

'Reply '-mode:

'reply' -function enables the receiver

own

message. 223 In other words, he or she replies to the message he or she

collected. This use of the Internet

is

considered to be a private use, and will therefore

not constitute infringement, 224 except
persons". 225

when

In other words, the criterium

copyrighted work. For example,
there will not be a

However,

of an E-mail to answer the received E-

if the

if

the E-mail
is

the

is

replied to a "small group of

amount of people

that receive the

one sends a protected work to one or two persons,

problem of copyright infringement since privacy covers

protected

work was

sent to the

'pubic',

it

this act. 226

constitutes copyright

infringement. Obviously, the question of what constitutes a public remains. This

problem

that courts dealt with extensively in the past

222 NIL, supra note 189 at

and they will have

is

a

to deal with

it

220

223 Hance, supra note 173 at 104.

224

WILEY,

strategy,

J.

and SONS,

New York,

225 Nil, supra note

1

L.,

World Wide

1995, 46.

89

at

220.

226 Corbet, supra note 66 at 49-50.

Web

Marketing: integrating the Internet into your marketing

47
again in the area of Cyberspace, but one can expect that the same criteria will be
applicable.
/'/'.

'Forward '-mode:

The 'forward' -function enables
and distribute the mail

the person

received the message, to copy

one or several persons. 227 To decide whether there

to

is

copyright

who

forwards the message does so to

If the latter occurs, the act will

be considered a publication, and

infringement, depends upon whether the person

one or more persons.

who

the consent of the author should therefore be acquired. 228

But,

is

this standard not too farfetched?

information? The problem
but

it

must also be

What about

the right of access to

of course that copyright holders need to be remunerated,

is

clear that the public has a principal right of access to information. In

other words, one need to find a system that benefits both the needs of copyright holders

and the public

in general,

2)

When

FTP

and

this is exactly the

discussing the transferring of files over the Internet, one needs to

which are performed by the service-provider on one hand, and

the functions performed by the user

The

a.

The user of FTP

227

the person

is

STROWEL,

work should

on the

in

other. 229

user:

over the Net. 230 This act

the protected

thesis.

(Filetransferring):

distinguish the functions

this file

purpose of this

is

who

first

downloads the data and then transmits

an act of reproduction, and consent of the author of

consequence be acquired by the user

A., Droits d'auteur et copyright-Divergences et convergences

in order not to violate

-

Etude de droit compare,

Bruxelles, 1995, 12.
228 See discussion as described in Section B)
1)

a. at 9.

229 Hance, supra note 173 at 105-106.

230

BENYEKHLEF,

K.

and

GAUTRAIS,

V.,

Echange de documents informatises-contrat type

commente, <http://www.droit.umontreal-ca/Nouveautes>
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copyright laws.. 231 But,

is

protected from another angle? If the

his/her act not

transmitted to one person, does privacy law not protect the transfer, even

protected material
rules

the

which

is

involved? This issue

are applicable

White Paper, apply

to

FTP. In other words, only

latter

is

when

copyright

unclear, but one can imagine that the

on E-mail, and which are summed up by the

copy-exception' prevail, that

obvious that the

is

if

the transfer

in

EC

file is

same

proposal and

a few occasions will the 'private-

is

intended for private use.

It

is

use will be hard to control, and in consequence the gate for abuse

-read infringement- remains widely open.

On

the other hand should

it

be clear that the same remarks

we made

in the

E-

mail section above, also apply to FTP. In other words, the balance between copyright
holders and users should not tip over to the

b.

The
latter

The

first

group.

server:

difference between the user and the server while transferring a file

performs actions which influence two rights of the copyright holder.

copying the

files to its

is

that the

First,

by

computer, the server 'reproduces' the work, and he or she has to

acquire the consent of the copyright holder to do as such. 232 Secondly, by providing the

work

to the public, the server performs an act

of

'distribution'.

needs to obtain a double consent from the copyright holder. 233

231

Hance, supra note 173

at 106.

232 Hance, supra note 173 at 105.
232 Id. at 105.

Consequently, the server

CHAPTER IV:
PROPOSALS TO PROTECT COPYRIGHTED WORKS ON THE INTERNET:
US AND EUROPE:

This chapter will discuss the solutions that are proposed in the

US

and Europe

to

deal with the problem of copyright protection on the Internet. Although these solutions

they

proposals,

are just

continents.

The task

governing bodies

is

is

to

indicate

the

is

if the

approach of both

to be preferred.

States:

A brief introduction on the philosophy behind US
whether the recommendations
chapter,

of copyright law on both

compare both proposals, determine

proper and which document

A) The United

direction

certain

in the

White Paper,

meet the standards of copyright law

to

Copyright law

is

to determine

be discussed in Section 2 of

in the Constitution

and

in

this

Supreme Court

cases.

1)

U.S. Constitution: "Progress of Science" 224 :

The

The Constitution of the United

States provides

the Progress of Science, by securing for limited
their respective Writings."225

promotion of science,
(giving the authors a

224 U.S.

CONST.,

Art.

I,

The Constitution

in other

to

Authors the exclusive Right to

states the

purpose of copyright (the

words learning) 226 and the means
,

monopoly which

Section

Times

Congress the power to "promote

is

to achieve this goal

limited in time). In other words, the primary

8, CI. 8.

225 Id.

226 Harper

& Row, Publishers, Inc.

v.

Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S. 539, 558 (1985)

49

50
objective of copyright

The monopoly

is

not to reward the labor of authors, but to benefit the public. 227

intended "to motivate the creative activity of authors and inventors by

is

the provision of a special reward" and
limited

monopoly

"Copyright

is

is

a

it

must ultimately serve the public

benefit. 228

The

means whereby an important public purpose must be achieved. 229

intended to increase and not to impede the harvest of knowledge." 230 The

"immediate effect" of copyright law
creative labor."

is

that authors receive a "fair return for their

However, "the ultimate aim

is,

by

is

totally

this incentive, to stimulate artistic

creativity for the general public good." 231

This approach,

as

we have

seen,

Continental point of view of copyright law. 232

It is

different

than

the

European

an important distinction that will be a

burden on the harmonization of copyright law on a global

level. Therefore,

WIPO,

the

only institution that can tackle such a global problem, faces an enormous challenge

when

it

will seek to coordinate

two

different systems of copyright law.

The White Paper: September

2)

1995:

233

General background:

a.

In February 1993, President Clinton set

up the Information Infrastructure Task

Force (IITF) in order to study the Administration's vision on the National Information
Infrastructure

(Nil). 234

The Working Group on

227 Feist Publication, Inc. v. Rural
Feist]; Sony,

Mazer

Property

Rights was

Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 349-50 (1991) [hereinafter

464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984)

228 Fogerty v. Fantasy, Inc.,

229

Intellectual

v. Stein,

1

14 S. Ct. 1023, 1029 (1994) [citing Sony,

464 U.S. 417, 430 (1984)]

347 U.S. 201, 219 (1954)

230 Nil, supra note 189 at 21
231

Twentieth Century Music Corp.

232 See our discussion in chapter

and the copyright of the author
233

Information

at

Infrastructure

v.

Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975)

on the balance between the right of access of the user of the Internet
page 23-26.

II

Task

Force,

National

Telecommunications

Administration, "The National Information Infrastructure Task Force:

Summary" September
234 Nil, supra note

1

15, 1993. [Hereinafter

89

at

1

Nil or White Paper]

Agenda

and

Information

for Action, Executive

51

established in one of the three Committees that form the IITF, that

Policy

Committee, and

is

the Information

by Bruce A. Lehman, Assistant Secretary of

chaired

Commerce and Commissioner of

is

Patents and Trademarks. 235

He

copyright attorney, an element that one will not lose sight of if one

also

a former

is

out from

tries to find

1

what 'angle the Working Group viewed the problem of copyright on the

Group

goal of the latter

is

to

"examine the

Internet.

intellectual property implications

and make recommendations on any appropriate changes
law and policy." 236 In other words, the White Paper

is

The

of the Nil

to U.S. intellectual property

which represents the

the report

examination of the Working Group on the major issues of intellectual property law in
the context of the Nil 237
.

meet the new challenges

It

recommends amendments

that are offered

by

this

to the current copyright

law

new means of communication. 238

to

It is

our task to find out the goal of the Working Group, and whether the recommendations

We

they made, are proper in order for that goal.

also need to determine whether the

White Paper meets the needs of copyright holders and users of the

The reasoning of the Working Group
of the Internet, that

is

is

digitization, copyrighted

manipulated with ease, and

that, as

that

Internet.

because of the main characteristic

works can be transmitted, distributed and

long as the responsible authorities do not take

appropriate steps to deal with this 'gateway' of piracy, authors will not be encouraged to

post their works on this highway of copyright infringement. 239 This statement

ambiguous.

On the

one hand

fact that the Internet is

is it

obvious that

packed with

artistic

this

reasoning

is

in contradiction

works nowadays, and

236 Id. at 2.
237 Id. at 2.

238

Mat 2-3.

239 Nil, supra note

1

89

at

1 1

with the

that the authors

posted their works on the Internet, feel comfortable enough to do as such.

235 Id. at 2.

is at least

On

who

the other

52

hand

is it

true that there

is

a danger of piracy, and authors of artistic works might be

frightened to release their works to the public.

Working Group proposed

the

important to try to find out whether

It is

the right answer to this problem in light of the

US

Constitution.

Immediately following the White Paper, Congress introduced a
the Nil

Copyright Protection Act of 1995 240

protection finally reached the political forum.

was

the on-line service providers' liability.

.

latter

512 for

liability for service providers. 241

competing

interests

Title 17 called "Limitations

on

liability

would

infringement. 244

form

part

The amendment

that

of

the

more

specifically against

After negotiations between the two

were balanced

was proposed. 243 Service providers
transmission'

issue in the debate

refused to take responsibility for

providers "argued strongly against any changes to the bills",

latter parties, the

as

on the one hand, and on the other hand, the content

the acts of their subscribers

an exemption from

known

Thereby, the debate on copyright

The most important

The

bill

in a

compromise: a new Section

of on-line services or Internet access" 242

would function
exception

of

also includes a prohibition

as

'mere

conduits
for

liability

for

copyright

on devices which are able

bypass copyright protection systems. 245 However, the long and intense debating

to

and the 104th Congress did

stalled the negotiations

not pass the Nil Copyright

Protection Act of 1995 246
,

240 H.R. 2441, 104th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1995); S. 1284, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995)
241

Brian A. Carlson, Balancing the Digital Scales of Copyright Law, 50

242 X,

House Panel Set

COPYRIGHT

J.

to

(BNA) No.

SMU

.

L.R. 825 (1997) at 860.

Consider Omnibus Copyright Measure, 52 PAT.

TRADEMARK &

1279, at 120 (1996)

243 Carlson, supra
note 241 at 860.

244 Carey R.
in

Ramos

& Carl W.

Congress, 216 N.Y.

245

House Panel Set

to

Hampe, "Mere Conduit " Exemption

L.J., Sept. 30,

Stirs Debate, Legislation

1996, at SI.

Consider Omnibus Copyright Measure, supra note 242

246 Carlson, supra note 241 at 860.

at 121.

Introduced
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Recommendations

b.

of

the

Working

Group

and

critical

reflections:
Strict liability

i.

The White Paper claims
Systems, should be held

of service providers:

that on-line service providers,

strictly liable for the

such as Bulletin Board

uploading and downloading of copyright

infringing material as direct infringers of copyrights. 247 In other words, if

which

the service
the

is

someone uses

provided by the on-line service providers to infringe copyright law,
could

service providers

be held liable without knowing anything about

still

infringement through their services. 248 The White Paper cites two cases to support

Playboy2 * 9 and Sega 250

position,

.

In the latter case the court found a

its

prima facie

infringement of the reproduction right with the knowledge and encouragement of the
defendant.

evidence

If

one wants

of intent

to

prove direct infringement, one does not need to give

to

infringe.

"Intent

infringement." 251 But, one year later Sega

or

knowledge

is

was disagreed upon by

an

not

element

of

Supreme Court

the

in

one of the famous 'Church of Scientology'-cases. 252 One should ask whether direct
infringement

is

the right approach to liability of service providers. Today, the leading

case in this matter253

,

which was decided

after the release

of the White Paper

above mentioned 'Church of Scientology' case, and the court refused
infringement. 254

either direct or contributory

providers

by contributory infringement, and proof of

is

247 Nil, supra note
248

Id. at

The only way

1

89

at

1 1

intent or

to

to hold that

tackle the

bad

is

the

means
service

faith is

necessary

907

Supp. 1361

5.

115

249 Playboy Enterprises v. Frena,

250

Sega Enterprises

251

Playboy, 839 F.Supp. 1552

252 Religious

v.

839

MAPHIA, 857

F.

F.

Supp. 1552

Supp. 679

(MD
(ND

Fla 1993)

Cal. 1994)

at 1559.

Technology Center

Netcom On-line Communication

v.

Services, Inc.,

F.

(1995)
253 Religious

Technology Center

(NDCal. 1995)
254 Id. at 1368

v.

Netcom On-line Communication

Services, Inc.,

No. C-95-20091

54
for contributory infringement. Consequently,

the

Working Group when

it

wants

one can seriously doubt the reasoning of

to hold on-line service providers strictly liable for

direct infringement. Secondly, since contributory infringement

still

open

if

one wants

to tackle the service providers,

is

another

one might conclude

best approach. However, proof of intent or bad faith

way
that

that is

it

is

the

necessary for contributory

is

infringement, 255 and this constitutes a second argument against

strict liability

of service

providers.

The

on-line service providers did not agree with the

advocate a higher exemption for

liability. 256

They argue

just too large to monitor or screen all unlawful material

Working Group,

that the

and

that,

volume of material

even

if

they wanted

they would be unable to do so. 257 Further, they argue that

strict liability

them out of business, and

liability

that copyright

law should impose

are responsible for their infringing activities. 258 Finally, the best

service providers,

is

that impairing

by amending copyright law could

would have

as they
is

to,

would drive

only on those

who

argument of the on-line

communication and "access through online services"
chill the

"constitutional ramifications." 259

flow of speech among Americans, which

The Working Group should

a "balanced copyright policy.. .that will permit Americans to reap the

try to

develop

full benefit

using interactive services."This reasoning brings us to the core of the problem, that
the unconstitutional position of the White Paper.

copyright law

is to

communication

One can argue

that since the goal

of
is

of

benefit the public, 'blocking' this public

from accessing a means of

enhances man-kind in different ways

unconstitutional. In other

that

is

255 Merges, supra note 167 at 456.

256

May

Lang, Intellectual Property and the National Information Infrastructure, 415 PLI/PAT 245

(1995)
257 Id. at 253.

258 Id. at 254.
259 Id. at 245.
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words, there will not be
will

much

progress of science

if

Working Group

the proposals of the

be enforced.
ii.

The

states that "it has long

most transactions over the

been clear under

material into a computer's

memory

Triad Systems Corp.

cites

Chapter

law 260

right of reproduction, the key-stone of copyright

right that will be implicated in

Group

The right of reproduction:

III 263

MAI

and

that the

the fundamental

The Working Group

placement of copyrighted

The Working

Southeastern Express Co. 262 a case

we

Inc. 264

to

,

v.

Peak Computer,

discussed in

support

its

the subject of criticism and debate, since they decided that

RAM-memory, even

execution in the

law

is

a reproduction of that material". 261

Systems Corp.

The cases were

conclusions.

v.

is

US

Internet.

,

for a fraction

of time,

results in a fixation

of a

work. Despite the legislative history of the 1976 Copyright Act, which indicated that

works are not considered fixed

if

they are "purely evanescent or transient 'in nature',

such as those projected briefly on a television or cathode ray tube, or captured

momentarily on the 'memory' of a computer" 265 the Working Group concludes that
,

storing information in the

RAM-memory

constitutes a copy.

As

a result, 'browsing' will

be considered an infringement. In other words, not only transmitting and downloading a

work onto

more permanent

a

storage device, such as a hard-disk of a computer,

is

an

infringement, but also the act of 'looking' at the screen will be considered unlawful. 266

Professor Pamela Samuelson pointed out correctly "that by this logic, holding a mirror

up

book would be infringement because

to a

260 Corbet, supra note 66 at 55.
261 Nil,

supra note 189

262 31 U.S.P.Q.
263

See Chapter

264

99 1

265

F.

2d 5

HR REP.

1

at

64-65.

2d 1239 (N.D.
III

1

,

Cal.

March 1994)

A,3,a,i
5

1

9

(

1

993) [hereinafter MAI]

1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. (1976)

266 Nil, supra note

1

89

at 65.

the book's

image could be perceived there

56

more than

for

mirror." 267

a transitory duration,

We

however long one has

i.e.,

also need to cite Professor Kurtz,

reading a copyrighted work

Furthermore,

states that

"browsing through or

not infringement.. .in a bookstore or a library." 268

is

outrageous

this

who

the patience to hold the

reasoning

dishonesty' 269 of the White Paper. Thus, the

is

evidence

of the

Working Group argues

'intellectual

that "the Nil can

support our educational systems by, for example, linking students and educators in

remote locations around the world.

It

can also improve the nation's health care

system" 270 and "the Nil can dramatically increase the opportunity for democratic
participation in government." 271

reach these goals

documents

How

if

that are posted

on the

if

one

communication which stands

As we

US

the

at

it

also raises

some

the

strong likelihood that the
interpretation'

267

means

to

a means of

is to

serious constitutional questions.

stimulate artistic creativity for the

general public good." 272 In other words, the primary objective
it is

copyright laws?

increase educational systems and

same time forbids access

copyright law's "ultimate aim

of the authors, but

new

enhancement of man-kind? What's more, the

for

not only hypocritical,

stated,

really believe that they will

Internet without violating the

state that the Internet will

democratic participation

is

Working Group

the

one can not even browse through the enculturing and educational

can one dare to

reasoning

Does

is

not to reward the labor

to benefit the public in the first place. 273

Working Group was more

of copyright law than

in the real

Pamela Samuelson, Legally Speaking: The Nil
(December 1994)

interested in the

intent

There

a

'economic'

of the Framers of the

Intellectual Property Report,

is

US

Communications of the

ACM,

268 Leslie A. Kurtz, Copyright

120,

and

the National Information Infrastructure in the United States, 3

EIPR

122(1996)

269 This expression

was used by Professor

L.

Ray

Patterson in his classes at the University of Georgia,

School of Law.
270 Nil, supra note

1

89

at

9

271 Id.

272 Twentieth Century
273 Feist,

Music Corporation

v.

Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975)

499 U.S. 340, 349-350 (1991); Sony, 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984)
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Constitution.

The White Paper

users towards the authors, and

substantially tips over the balance

"it

Hi.

Traditionally,

does so by elevating form over substance." 274
Transmission right:

copyrighted works were distributed by

objects, such as books, C.D.'s or other carriers "in

fixed." 275

Copyright

between authors and

law protects

intellectual

material

or

physical

which the copyrighted work was
by protecting the copies

property

themselves. 276

Because of digitization and the electronic transmission of copyrighted works, a

new

risk has

emerged. The Working Group recommends an amendment that provides

encompass transmissions of protected works, "despite the

for the distribution right to

no material object changes hand." 277 The problem

fact that

protected
in its

work over

the

Net from one computer

computer and a second copy will be made

is

that

when one

to others, the sender
in the recipient's

transmits a

can keep the copy

computer.

One might

argue thus, that under the current distribution right, a digital transmission will not
infringe the distribution right because the transmitted
constitute a material copy. 278 Therefore, the
legislation

and add "or by transmission"

work may be found not

Working Group proposes

to subsection 3

to

amend

to

current

of Section 106 of the Copyright

Act. 279

Some commentators
believe that

when a copy

274 Kurtz, supra note
275 William A.

268

argue that this amendment

is

not necessary, because they

transmitted from one computer to other computers, the right

is

at 122.

Tanenbaum, Lost

in Cyberia:

"Transmission" under the

Law of Copyright.,

431 PLI/PAT

Law of Copyright,

431 PLI/PAT

61 (1996)
276

Mat 61

277 Kurtz, supra note

278 William A.

267

at 123.

Tanenbaum, Lost

in

Cyberia: "Transmission" under the

61,66(1996)
279

As

a result, the statute would read that the copyright

to public

by

sale, rental, lease or

by transmission.

owner has

the exclusive right to distribute copies

58

of reproduction of the copyright holders' would be violated. 280 These authors argue that
it is

not necessary to

amend

the right of distribution. 281

The White Paper's response
'distinct

to this reasoning is that every exclusive right is
rights. 282

and separately alienable' and several people might obtain different

This statement

example of the desire of the Working Group

the perfect

is

to provide

copyright holders, the real forces behind the White Paper, "with more extensive rights"

than they currently have, and

who

copyright holders

it

shows us how the copyright balance

tips

over to

be able to "exploit every potential corner of every possible

will

market, at the expense of the general public." 283 The fact that the Working Group states
that they

do not provide the copyright holders with a new exclusive

because

of the

above

mentioned

new amendment

explanation, the

is

that

is

created.

is

not a defence to copyright infringement." 285

activities as well." 286

Another amendment would change Section 101 of the

The Working Group proposes

a

reproduction. 287

sufficient

going to be a concept that will be added to copyright law,

one should "include permissible

some transmissions

Without

could be used to "tip the scales against innocent

browsers, because innocent copying
Therefore, if transmission

'by-pass'

right 284 is untrue

to

statute,

more

specifically:

change the current definition of "to transmit" because

are not transmissions of a performance or a display, but rather

Under

the

from

proposed changes, "to transmit" would encompass

transmissions of reproductions, performances and displays. 288

280
281

Tanenbaum, supra note 278
Id. at 66;

at 66.

See also Kurtz, supra note 267

at 123;

See also Carlson, supra note 241at 856.

282 Nil, supra note 189 at 215.
283 Kurtz, supra note
284 Nil, supra note

1

268

89

at

at 123.

2 1 4.

285 Brian A. Carlson, Balancing the Digital Scales

286 Id. at 856.
287

Tanenbaum, supra note 278

288 Kurtz, supra note

268

at 69.

at 123.

of Copyright Law, 50

SMU L.REV.

825, 856 (1997)
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Finally, the

Working Group proposed

to

amend Section 602(a) of the Copyright

Statute so that unlawful importations into the United States

would include importation

by transmission. 289 Although the Working Group acknowledges
services of the United States are unable to check

Group nevertheless

states that transmission

the

that

customs

on those transmissions, the Working

of a copyrighted work constitutes copyright

infringement. 290
Celestial Jukebox: copyright

iv.

the

With the advent of the
easier to

on sound recordings

in

US?:

Internet

and

its

emerging technologies,

download musical and audiovisual works

which one can download these works

is

on-line. 291

not incredibly

fast,

it is

it

is

becoming

Although the speed

at

certain that technologic

industry will continue to improve. Today, the listener has the opportunity to purchase
the

CD

and have

there will be no
the

whole

CD

it

delivered after he or she accessed a web-site. 292 In a matter of time,

more need

to deliver

at

home,

at least

not to the front door, because

will be delivered over the telephone cable, straight to the personal

computer of the purchaser. With

White Paper proposes
require an

it

this predicted digital distribution

to give performers rights in

amendment of

of musical works, the

sound recordings. 293 This would

the Copyright Statute, since the United States does not

recognize performers rights on sound recordings. 294

The White Paper reasons
their fair share

that "U.S. performers

and record companies are denied

of foreign royalty pools for the public performance" 295 since many other

289 Nil, supra note

1

89

at

216.

290 Id. at 216-217.; Kurtz, supra note

&

268

at 12.

291

Heather Dembert Rafter

On

the Internet: The Effect of New Digital Technology on Copyright

William Sloan Coats, From Sampling Artistic Works to Music Distribution

292 Id. at 140.
293 Carlson, supra note

285

294 Nil, supra note

at

295 Id. at 222-223.

1

89

at

222.

856.

Law, 47 1 PLI/PAT

1

37,

140 (1997)

60
countries acknowledge that right, including

introduced a
still

new law

many European. Congress has

already

Performance Right Law, 296 but

in this area, that is the Digital

need to wait for the results of the application of

this

law

in order to

we

be able to

evaluate the implications of this law.

The biggest
sound recordings
performance

critique that

is

that their copyright

because

right

one might address of the grant of performers' rights on

they

performance of their work, that

is

owners do not need

derive

some

indirect

to

be awarded a public

income

from

the

public

the increase of sales the artists have because the

public performance serves as an advertisement to buy the works they produce. 297

The argument of not granting

the copyright

owners any

rights is too farfetched,

but one can argue, as does the Nil, that only a low rated license should be paid to the

copyright owners, considering the advertising. 298 The only problem one faces

needs to be understood under a "low-rated"-license. The music industry

more money than any other
retailers

industry through the Internet, and 41

%

now

is

what

grosses

of major music

have been noticeably affected by the on-line world. 299 Therefore, in order to

provide an incentive for the creators of sound recordings to produce and disseminate

more works, one should
a

fair return. In

them a public performance

grant

consequence, the

'celestial

right

which allows the authors

jukebox' will benefit both authors and users

of the Internet. 300

296 Digital Performance Right in

Sound Recordings Act of 1995, Pub. L No. 104-39

[to

be codified

at

1

U.S.C. Section 106(6)]
297 Kurtz, supra note

268

at 123.

298 Nil, supra note 189 at 224.
299
300

75

Name

that Tune,

The word
at

The Red Herring, March 1996
jukebox'

is

222; Although this concept

is

'celestial

The only problem
lose sight

of the

will be, as

fact that, if

only solution then resides
industry, antitrust law

it

used by the Working Group

up

White Paper. See Nil, supra note
is not as bad as it seems.

what 'low

rate' stands for, and one might not
amount might not come out that low. The
and every one knows that, for example in the case of software

to decide

to the copyright holders, the

in antitrust law,

seems

in the

one of pay-per-use, the idea of a low license

mentioned before,
is

at 30.

difficult to enforce.

61

However, we should acknowledge

that if the Internet is evolving to a

whereby one can download the whole work on demand, there

on-line

granting copyright owners the fair return they deserve.
appropriate to exclude copyright owners from what

one obtains the protected work,

that

is

is

theirs

would

a great need for

certainly not be

because the means whereby

through a telephone-line in stead of buying

shop, has changed. If we walk into a music store, be
is

It

is

CD-store

it

it

in a

world,

in the real or in a virtual

it

obvious that authors of copyrighted works need to be protected. But, doesn't the

public have the right to enjoy the works as well? Certainly they do, but one must realize
that the authors deserve a fair return as well.

method

One should

that does not tip this precious balance to

'third-party'-solution that
-the third parties-

is

one

therefore try to

and

side,

it

seems

to

combine a

me

that the

applied in the area of broadcasting, whereby the advertisers

pay the royalties

to the copyright holders in

time, serves both the needs of the public

exchange of commercial

-viewers, listeners, etc.-

and the copyright

holders.
v.

The major exemption
traditionally

Fair use exemptions: libraries and visually impaired
copyright

to

been defined as "a privilege

is

the

fair

use doctrine. Fair use has

in others than the

owner of

the copyright to

use the copyrighted material in a reasonable matter without his consent." 301 The
doctrine

is to

non-exclusive

be found in section
list

1

07 of the Copyright Act, and

it

sets out

,

fair

use

besides a

of fair use practices such as teaching, criticism, comment, scholarship

and research, four factors

to determine

whether a certain use of a work

is

considered

fair

use. 302

301
Inc.

Law of Copyright and Literary Property, 1944
Nation Enterprises, 471 US 539 (1985)

H. Ball,
v.

302 Copyright Act, Title 17 U.S.C. Section 107
(1976)

at

260, quoted in Harper

& Row

Publishers,

62

The four
(1)

factors are the following 303

:

the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use

commercial nature or

is

of a

for non-profit educational purposes;

(2)

the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3)

the

amount and

is

of the portion used

substantiality

in

relation

to

the

copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4)

the

of the use upon the potential market for or value of the

effect

copyrighted work.

The

use doctrine and

fair

measure the balance between the
of a

fair return for the

way, since

it

views

Working Group implies
considered

fair use. 305

considered

fair

right

argues

at the

of the public to access information, and the right

fair

Working Group does not
use in

even

latter is

Whereas

it

to be considered an important

same time

are not free. 308

As

that reproduction

304 Kurtz, supra note

268

at 124.

305 Nil, supra note 189 at 76.

306 Kurtz, supra note

268

at 124.

307 Nil, supra note

1

89

at 9.

308 Nil, supra note

1

89

at 76.

in

For example, the

for uses that

be

have been

another example of the intellectual

states

that

the National

Information

means of educational promotion 307

,

it

of copyrighted works in educational systems

Professor Kurtz pointed out correctly, "the

303 Id.

Copyright Act

in educational contexts, is not to

The White Paper thus recommends

use for a long time. 306 The

is

interpret the

restrictive form. 304

most

its

that reproduction,

dishonesty of the White Paper.
Infrastructure

four-factor test provides the perfect touchstone to

copyright holder.

But, unfortunately the
this

its

Working Group's

63

approach reduces the right of the public

which

that information is stored has

to access information

restrictive

for

libraries

and the visually

Although the Working Group proposes some expansion of the

exemption

in

Section

approach

108 of the Copyright Act 310

to libraries. 311

at

is

the

White Paper

(maximum

no more need for

There

is

to give libraries

digital

library exceptions. 313

room

The

latter

some

more

copyrighted
is

reasoning again

for the right

of the public

already evidence that the latter statement

exaggerated, since Reed Elsevier, a Dutch publishing company, charged
libraries $

takes a

a system of licensing of transactions

if

allows copyright holders absolute power and leaves no
to access this information.

still

library

three copies, "with no

any time.") 312 and allows single copying of

works, the Group also suggests that
established, there

,

While the Working Group proposes

an increased ability to preserve digital works
than one copy in use

in

changed." 309

The White Paper discusses two exemptions,
impaired.

because the form

US

is

not

university

10,000 for an annual subscription of a scientific work. 314 In consequence,

libraries

could not afford this work because their budget did not allow

Working Group

really believes that a licensing

system for

it.

If the

libraries will abolish the

need

for exceptions, then they either lost sight of the possible consequences, or they are

driven by the group of copyright holders.

As

White Paper does not propose anything

that

example, linking students and educators

in

is

Professor Kurtz points out correctly, the

enhances our educational system, "by for

remote locations around the world." 315 This

again another example of the fact that one can seriously question constitutionality of

309 Kurtz, supra note

268

at 124.

310 Nil, supra note 189 at 225-227.
311

Kurtz, supra note 268 at 124.

312 Nil, supra note 189 at 227.
313 Id. at 226.

314 This information
315 Kurtz, supra note

was obtained from
268

at 124.

librarians at

Georgia Tech. University.
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the

White Paper, since impeding learning

is

not conform Article

I,

Section

8,

Clause 8

of the U.S. Constitution.

The Working Group
impaired

316

also proposes

some exceptions on copyright

for the visually

'Large-type' formats, braille and other editions designed to assist the

.

visually impaired

would be allowed by

notes that the proposal

is

the

Working Group. 317 The White Paper

also

not restricted to the visually impaired, but that the latter group

were the only users of the Internet who provided comments and recommendations of
such an exception. 318 The Working Group specifically notes that
dismiss the possibility that other disabled users

made aware

"does not intend to

may have needs of which

it

has not been

and, therefore, has not considered." 319
vi.

As

it

Technological protection:

part of a rigid copyright system, the

Working Group wants

closed network where no infringement can take place.

It

will

to establish a

do so by seeking the

technology to achieve the goal of a 'waterproof Internet, free of piracy. This
course, a positive approach. But will
restricting access to every

it

is,

of

not be hard to provide such a system without

work, even those works to which the public has a right of

access to? Indeed, to avoid reproduction of copyright infringed works on a large scale,

one should come up with technological features
only problem

is

that

one has to

In the next section

Working Group wants

mind

try to

we

that the challenge that the

317 Id. at 227-228.

Mat 228.

319 Nil, supra note 189,

FN 562

at

228

ban the pirates from the Net. The

do so without infringing another's'
discuss

to tackle piracy

316 Nil, supra note 189 at 227.

318

will

that

on the

some

technical proposals

Internet.

Working Group

rights.

faces

is

whereby the

However, one should keep

in

not only abolishing copyright

65
infringement, but also includes respect of the constitutional rights that users have.

It is

a

challenge that will not easily be met.
-

Encryption:

There are three methods of encryption proposed by the Working Group. 320 The
first,

'

which

is

scrambling ',

is

mathematical algorithm 321 from
that constitute the digitized

work

whereby one converts a

the basic approach
its

work)

of binary digits (the

original sequence

to a

new sequence of binary

will receive authorization to access the encrypted

that enables
if the

him

to 'decrypt' the

copyrighted work

open, but this

A

is

work and

restore

it

work

user receives the encrypted

the

is

'

encryption

public key'

file

is

Consequently, there

algorithm
in

.

is

By

this

technique, the

a public key, which

Once

is

the

is

employ the

no further need

private key to decrypt the

exchange private keys in

to

that

However, once the recipient deciphered the work, the work can be shared

320 Nil, supra note

"An

he acquires the 'key'

from the copyright owner who encrypted the work using

and manipulated again. Therefore,

implemented

O's

The user of the

kept secret by the recipient. 325

the public key of the intended user, the latter can

321

and

a problem that also persists in the world of software as a whole. 324

second approach

transaction. 327

if

l's

decrypted, the gateway to unlawful reproduction remains

is

distributed publicly, while the private key

326

digits. 322

by using a

in its original format. 323 Obviously,

encrypted data can be decrypted by using two keys, that

file.

file

1

89

is

at

1

it

is

not a system that

is

'waterproof.

85- 1 87.

a set of logical rules or mathematical specification of a process which

a computer." {citing: Nil, supra note 189,

FN

51

1

at

may be

186)

222 Id. at 185-86.
323 Id. at 185.

324 Katherine C. Spelman, et

PLI/PAT71 (1996)
325 Nil, supra note 189
at 186.

226 Id. at 186-87.
327 Id. at 187.

al.,

Copyright issues

in

multimedia: Hollywood meets the Internet, 431

66
Finally, the "key

the protected

work

escrow system' which holds the key
,

escrow', 328

'in

is

one needs

that

an approach whereby a "private organization or the

government" can maintain the system and provide

it

to

everyone

who

seeks access to an

encrypted work. If applied correctly, students, commentators and others
the fair use doctrine, might obtain a free key, and others
the maintaining organization

to decrypt

would have

who

fall

under

to pay. Therefore,

must have a good comprehension of the balance between

copyright and the right of access.

To conclude, one can

state that the encryption

not 'waterproof, because there

decrypted

file

transmit

will

is

still

a likelihood

method
that,

is

an approach which

of the

after the recipient

over the Internet, the same problem of copyright

it

infringement occurs. Therefore, other technologies need to be examined, and that
exactly what the

Working Group

Digital signatures:

referred to as the 'signing' of the

is

is

did.

-

This action

is

work and by

this

means,

copyright owners can protect their works by putting a 'seal' on a digital work. 329

Its

algorithms are implemented through software or hardware or both, and the 'seal' serves
as an authentification

has been altered. 330

When one

If the

However, while

this

whom

the file originates, and one can check whether the file

a technique that

work and

signature

technique

often used in combination with encryption.

the key to decrypt the work, one can check the digital

is

is

is

altered or

removed, one has an infringing copy.

better than using only encryption,

not waterproof. There will always be hackers

328 Id.

329 Id.

330 Id.
331

It is

receives the

signature. 331

it is

from

Id. at 188.

who

try to

one should note

break the code, and

if

that

it is

67
possible for them to enter the Pentagon,

it

will not

be too hard to 'crack' a code of a

copyright protected work.

Steganography:

-

This technique has been developed to encode digital information that can not be
disassociated from the

file that

holds that information. 332 In other words, one digitally

'watermarks' or 'fingerprints' the copyrighted work. 333 The steganographic technique

embeds hidden messages

in the

work which do not

interfere with the quality

of the

work. 334 The watermark can only be detected when specifically sought out. 335 The

watermark sometimes modulates a known noise signal
encoded. This technique

is

to ensure that the data remains

of course the safest way to protect your copyrighted work.

It

provides a technique which can lead to a 'waterproof Internet, where everything can be
tracked

down and where

remains

is

all

information can be blocked. The only problem which

that these anti-copying devices

can also be used to

restrict

access to public

domain works. 336 The Working Group does not recommend the use of a

different

form

of encryption for public domain works, and thus leaves some uncertainty that should be
taken into account.
-

The Working Group found

Controlled use of protected works:

that,

on the basis of the Audio

Act 337 manufacturers of audio recording devices and
,

incorporate features that limit serial copying. 338

information which

is

encoded

in the

The device

is set

up so

When

the device

332 Id. at 189.
333 Id.

™Id.
33 5 Id.

336 Kurtz, supra note
337

268

at 125.

Audio Home Recording Act, 17 U.S.C. Section 1002 (Supp.

338 Id.; Nil, supra note 189 at 190.
339 Nil, supra note 189 at 190.

V

Recording

audio interface devices can

digital

copyrighted works. 339

Home

1993)

it

can read the

would be

68
applied to the Internet, the same remark as
distinguish between public

domain works and
vii.

we made
other,

above, that

still

is

that

one can not

applies.

Copyright Awareness Program:

Because of the lack of general knowledge by the public of copyrights, the

Working Group decided

to teach kids in school

about. 340

called the Copyright

The program

is

what copyright on the Internet

Awareness Program and the

first

is all

meeting

March 1995, and gathered educator

organizations,

copyright owners, media, the Copyright Office and the Departments of

Commerce and

of the Campaign was held

in

Education. 341 The Copyright Awareness Program has to address the concerns the

Working Group has on education. The meeting pointed out

that there are four goals to

be met.

The

first

goal raises the issue of "public awareness of the existence of

intellectual

property." 342

intellectual

property and what types of protection intellectual property law has to

offer. 343

The concept

is

to

The second goal
property." 344

The

The idea

is

show people

is

to

'educate'

curricula will focus specifically

is

to

343 Id.

344 Id. at 204.
345 Id.

346 Id.
347

Mat 204-205.

on

is

on
to

intellectual

make

property and the

intellectual

property a

combine these curricula with the public awareness,

and develop a comprehensive program which aims

342 Id. at 204.

as possible

the "development of educational curricula about intellectual

'household word'. 346 The idea

341 Id.

many people

the benefit to the public of intellectual property.

National Information Infrastructure. 345 The goal

340 Id. at 203.

as

at different

educational levels. 347

69

The
program

third goal

to

is

348
to its public.

how one wants

decide

There are different methods proposed, such as classroom

many more.

meetings, video learning, broadcast television and

Working Group wants

Finally, the
to

have access

communicate the educational

to

to "accurate

to establish a

system that enables the public

and up-to-date information on copyright, including on

to get authorization to use copyrighted

works." 349 The Working Group argues that one

can do as such by distributing directories of attorneys with experience
field,

how

or by putting up a web-site which contains the information.

in a particular

The Working Group

reasons that one can also achieve this goal by establishing a news group that will keep
the public informed. 350

Although these recommendations are well intended, they do
questions about intellectual dishonesty.

information they can study,

if this

Why

information

should
is

we

raise a

number of

teach our children what

not offensive or explicit but rather

educating and cultivating? Moreover, the Working Group plans to explain copyright law
as being property law. For example,

what

is

'not mine' "

clear that copyright

by explaining

not what copyright law

is

law

is

is

not property law 352

,

to children

about. 351

and

now

"what

its

the

Working Group, who
It is

it

are

important to find

incentives are, but one should do so in a rational way, and not

way. 353 The public, and especially children

in the 'economical'

'mine' versus

The US Constitution makes

experts in this law, act as if the Constitution does not even exist.

out what copyright and

is

in their search for

education deserve to have the right to information which can provide them with this

348 Id. at 208.

349 Id. at 209.
350 Id.
351 Id. at 205.

352 U.S.
353

CONST.

Art.

I,

Section

One can imply from

8, CI. 8.

publishers,

which

Working Group with
this document are
creative work of authors.

the combination of the recommendations of the

background of the writers of the White Paper,

that the driving force

are mainly interested in the economical return of the

behind

the
the

70
need, and one wi 1 1 certainly not help them by censoring cultivating information.
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who

center of attention. 357 Those are the individuals

deserve rights to be protected from

the despots, and so do authors deserve protection for the creation of their artistic works,
as they are individuals. 358 In other words, copyright evolved from a privilege to an

exclusive right. 359

Whereas one considered copyright

as a property right in Europe,

nineteenth century 360 one realized that the latter approach

was not

,

new concept

arose that focussed

France

In

philosophy.

As

,

its

attention

creator. 361 This

and therefore not adopted by current courts
law copyright-theory

natural

the correct one.

A

on the personal aspect of copyright.

work of

a matter of fact, Sabeilles stated that a
its

until the

and Nast are two examples of the above described

Sabeilles

completely released from

even

about.

is

It is

art will

never be

approach of Sabeilles, although extreme

Europe 362

in

points out clearly what the

,

a theory that can not

draw a

line

between the

creating activity of an individual and the results of his/her work.

European case-law has not adopted the above described philosophy completely,
and clearly distinguishes moral

rights

and patrimonial

rights. 363

The moral

rights

represent the personal aspect of the author, and consequently one might state that this

element
law.
it

is

It is

what remains of the

not surprising that the

passed the

is

Law

of March

1

1,

'natural law' -theory in continental

same approach was made by
1957. 364 This law

still

European copyright

the French legislative

when

holds the principle that copyright

a property right, but states immediately that copyrights have both a moral and

357 Id. at 3.
358

DABIN, "Les

droits intellectuels

comme

categorie juridique", R.C.J. B., 1939, 413.

359 Corbet, supra note 355 at 8.
360

ACCOLAS, La

III,

567.

361

See Corbet, supra note 355

362 Cass,

fr.,

Propriete litteraire et artistique, 1886, 5,6,12;

at

December

4,

1,

305.

1956, R.I.D.A., January 1957, 207.;

en France, 1978,211.
364 Loi
des droits d'auteurs

du

1

1

Droit civil international,

9

June 25, 1902, Rec. Sirey, 1902,

363 Id. at
306; Cass. Fr.,

LAURENT,

Mars 1957, CPI art.L

11-1.

DEBOIS, Le

droit de I'auteur

72
patrimonial aspect. 365 Copyright

an ambiguous right which

is

patrimonial aspect, and a personal right in
fruit

of that personality,

its

is

a property right in

moral aspect. 366 "Because the work

gives rise to an extra-patrimonial right which

it

shows

its

is

the

all

the

in

the

characteristics of a personal right." 367

Germany

In

century. 368

nineteenth

copyright

which

one already considered copyright as a personal right

,

According

unique because

is

applicable

are

transferable,

to

to

Gierke,

German lawyer from

that

period,

a personal right that needs to be governed by the rules

it is

personal

rights 369

and only the exploitation of the
b.

a

For example, personal rights are non

right can

be transferred to a third party. 370

Difference with the Anglo-American system:

The Anglo-American copyright law, which

is

based on the English

system, views copyright more as property law. 371 Copyright

common law

still

refers to its original

purpose: the right to prevent others from copying your work. 372

The Anglo-Saxon

system protects the entrepreneur

-

read publisher

-

and not the author, by copyright

law. 373

Whereas the Anglo-Saxon countries only protect authors from what
forbidden, that are the restricted actions which are

summed up

in the law,

Continental copyright law considers copyright as an absolute right. 374

365 Id. at

366

is

explicitly

European

The exceptions

art. 1.

LINDON,

Les droits de la personnalite, 1983,

367 Corbet, supra note

355

at

15.

1 1

368 A/.atll.
369

GIERKE, Deutsches

Privatrecht, 1885, 708

370 Id. at 709.
371

"Copyright

is

a property right" See

COPINGER AND SKONE, COPYRIGHT

1-1

1

(1991)

372 Corbet, supra note 355 at 13.
373

CORNISH, W.R., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: PATENTS, COPYRIGHT, TRADE MARKS AND
ALLIED RIGHTS, 1989, 9-005.
374 Corbet, supra note 355 at 14.

73
therefore need to be applied very strictly. 375 Secondly, although the

Anglo-Saxon

countries joined the Berne Convention, these countries are not so familiar with moral
rights as Continental

Europe

is.

376 Finally,

although Anglo-Saxon countries recognize
Continental Europe only

that natural persons as well as legal entities can be authors,

recognizes natural persons as authors. 377
2)

The EC Proposal

for a Council Directive on the

Harmonization 378

of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the Information
Society 379

12, 1997:

Historical background:

a.

The

December

:

EC proposal

was not a document

by several studies and

initiatives

that

that arose out

of thin

,

the

document

Community

faces

This was the

hundred and

that focused attention

when

start

fifty

was preceded

were proposed by different organs of the

Community. The Green Paper of 19 July 1995 380 which we

was

air. It

on the debate

briefly

touched on above,

that deals with the challenge the

copyrights and related rights are applied to

new technologies. 381

of a consultation process whereby the Commission received three

written submissions which were dealt with from June 2 to 4, 1996 at

the conference organized

by the Commission

confirmed that the current legal

in Florence, Italy. 382

This conference

framework on copyrights on the

level

of the

375 id.

376 Id. at 14-15.
377 Id. at 14.

378 Harmonization

the unification that the European Community wants to achieve. In order to create a
which includes a common market of intellectual property - one needs to unify the
copyright laws of the fifteen member states in order to provide the same protection in the whole
European Community. In other words, 'harmonization' is a priority of the European community.

common

379

EC

market

is

-

Proposal for a Council Directive on the Harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related

rights in the Information Society,

380

COM(97) 628

final (1997). (hereinafter

EC Proposal)

Green Paper, supra note 157

381 Id. at 4.

382 Copyright

Commission,

and Related Rights on the Threshold of the 21st Century, organized by the European

DG XV,

in

cooperation with the Italian Authorities, Florence,

Italy,

June 2 to

4, 1996.

74

Community

is

not appropriate for the present

harmonized copyright law
Internet. 383

If the

copyright law

is,

fifteen

to tackle the

Member

new

technologies since one needs a

problem of copyright infringement on the

States

do not even agree on what the basis of

then they will certainly not be successful in solving the problem of

copyright protection on the Internet. The Commission's Communication of 1996 with
the

Follow-Up

to the

Green Paper

The Commission decided

that there is

the adaptation of the existing

now

face. 385

sets out the results

EC

no need

framework

for

new

of the consultation procedure. 384
legislation, but

ideas are

encompassed

proposal that the Commission wants to see transformed in an

framework
Market." 386

new

the

and focuses

offers a

the Internet. This

EC

problem we

in the current

Directive.

The present

Directive has the adjustments and the complements of the existing

for goal,

It

determined that

will be sufficient to handle the

The above described concepts and

proposal for a

it

is

its

harmonized

attention

legal

on the "smooth functioning of the

framework

for copyrights

a concern that the United States did not have to

Internal

and related rights on

make while

drafting

White Paper.
While the present proposal

consultation exercise",

more

specifically

and the

it

is in its

on the recent

for a Directive has

current form based

WIPO

origin in the "Internal

its

upon

Treaties, that are the

'WIPO Performances and Phonograms

international developments,

'WIPO Copyright

Treaty' 388

international protection of copyrights against piracy. This

Market

is

,

Treaty' 387

which deal with the

another difference with the

383

EC

384

Follow-Up of the Green Paper on Copyright and Related Rights in the Information Society, COM(96)
final of November 20, 1996. (Hereinafter Follow-Up of the Green Paper)

568
385

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 2.

Proposal, supra note 379 at 2.

386 Id. at 2.
387 Diplomatic Conference on Certain Copyright Neighbouring
Rights Questions:

Property Organization
388

(WIPO) Copyright Treaty adopted December

Performance and Phonogram Treaty, World

<http://www.wipo. int:80/>

World

Intellectual

20, 1996 <http://www.wipo.int:80/>

Intellectual Property Organization,

December

20, 1996

75

US White

because the

Paper,

latter

is

a document that

does not comply with

international legislation.

In the following sections,

what the backbone of this
b.

European Parliament called

are discussing

go back

passes the

EC

An EC
Member

EC

Directive

for the

Commission 389

we

is

by

procedure of developing a Council Directive. The

is

to present a proposal in

exactly what the

are talking about an

EC

an area that

Commission did when

Now,

this

Parliament and they will vote on this proposal.

Parliament,

Community:

the first initiative that needs to be taken

Proposal on the harmonization of copyrights.

to the

and

in the

needs further harmonization. That

EC

is

for,

Market, constitutes.

Definition of a Council Directive of the European

European Commission

with this

determine what a Council Directive stands

initiative, that is the Internal

The EC proposal we
the

we

it

came up

document has

When

the

to

document

Directive. 390

a legislative document that needs to be implemented by the

States in order to take effect. But, the

Member

States only

have to implement

the 'goal' of the Directive, and not the exact document. 391 In other words, the fifteen

Member

States

example,

if the

need

EC

would become a

to execute the 'direction' as set out

Parliament would pass the current

Directive, the

member

which are proposed, but the member
that change.

However,

it is

states

EC

would need

by the

EC

Directive. For

Proposal and the Proposal
to

states are free to decide

implement the changes

how

they would achieve

imperative that they achieve the goal that as set out in the

Directive.

389

The EC Commission

is

what one might

390 See <http://www.lawinfo.com>
391

Id.

call the

executive power of the European Community.
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Backbone of the

c.

Proposal: the Internal Market:

principle of an Internal Market, that

The
capital

EC

is

a free market of persons, goods,

and services throughout the whole European Community, originated

Benelux-countries. 392

and unite

its

To

create such a free market, the

legislation, because, as long as

some

Community needs

areas of law are

to

in the

harmonize

covered by the

still

'mantle' of national legislation, the Internal Market will not be a fact.

The Community considers

new

This

current technologies.

the adaption of copyrights and related rights to the
is

one of the areas that needs priority

harmonization "in order to achieve a level playing
national borders"

which allows "the

Internal

field for

Market

legal

copyright protection across

become a

to

in

reality for

new

products and services containing intellectual property." 393 Further, existing differences

between Member States

Market since they

will

have a great impact on the proper working of this Internal

will lead to "distortions in trade

...

to those

Member

States with lower

levels of protection." 394
It is

also obvious that such an Internal Market, characterized

terms of protection across national borders of the
holders and service providers. 395

Member

by comparable

States, is beneficial for right

The Community believes

that "a level playing field

across national borders will significantly contribute towards generating a diversity of

content and a distribution
essential to

make

economy of

scale for

new

recommend

to

394

EC
££

EC

harmonize copyright laws of the

392 id.
393

is

the Information Society a reality." 396 Therefore, one can conclude that

the Internal Market forms the backbone of the
therefore

products and services, which

Proposal, supra note 379 at

3.

Proposal, supra note 379 at 9

395

Follow-Up of the Green Paper, supra note 384

396

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 9.

at 15.

Proposal.
fifteen

This proposal will

Member

States.
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Recommendations of the

d.

In

its

Communication of 1996 397 and

sets out three issues that

need

to

its

EC Proposal:

EC

Proposal the European Commission

be dealt with because of their relevance for the Internal

Market. 398 They are the right of reproduction, the right of communication to the public,

and the right of distribution of physical copies. 399
i.

The reproduction
recognized by every

State.

level. 401

cornerstone of copyright, 400

the

right,

Member

European Community

Reproduction right:

It is

followed by the Commission in

The reproduction

right

is

is

partially

a right that

is

harmonized on a

exactly this approach of harmonization that will be
strive for

its

harmonization and unification on the

aspect of copyright protection on the Internet. 402

The problem of the
existence, because

all

right

Member

of reproduction

in this context is not a

States provide for a right of reproduction, but

a problem of heterogeneity as to the scope of this

where the laws of the Member States

right. 403

The

acts
-

first,

there

is

rather

right

be protected under

of reproduction.

of reproduction:
current legislation:

a lot of uncertainty with regards to the precise acts of

reproduction that are protected, especially in the

397

on the

it is

There are two major areas

differ: (1) the acts that are to

the definition of reproduction, and (2) the exemptions

At

problem of non-

"new

electronic environment." 404

Follow-Up of the Green Paper, supra note 384.

398 Id. at 9.

399

400

Mat 9-17.
EC

Proposal supra note 379

at

401

The reproduction

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 15.

402 Id. at 15.
403 Id.

™Id.

right

is

1

5.

unified in the area of computer programs, databases and related rights. See

78

Whereas the laws of most Member

States provide for a broad definition of the act of

reproduction, including acts such as digitization, downloading and uploading, other

Member

States

still

require a material reproduction as a necessary step in the act of

reproduction. 405 Further, the treatment of temporary acts of reproduction

is

still

not

addressed, and to avoid legal uncertainty on the aspect of electronical reproduction, the

Commission proposes

to

The Commission

harmonize
relies

this matter.

on the negotiations

that took place

scope of the right of reproduction.

to address the

WIPO

provisions were necessary as the concept of this right
technologies. 406

The

408
in the digital environment.

WIPO

for its definition
if

,

is

level

is

new

encompassed

in article

considered sufficient to cover the reproduction right

The European Commission thus

done

WIPO

not limited to certain

is

relies

on the work of the

of the right of reproduction. 409 As the Commission

nothing

of

concluded that no

definition of the right of reproduction, as

407
9(1) of the Berne Convention

on the

at

Community

stated,

level, at this stage, to

define the protected acts of reproduction and harmonize
legitimate exceptions, there

is

a risk that

Member

States

might individually adopt different or even inconsistent
approaches to the reproduction right which would further
jeopardise attainment of the Internal Market objective by

amplifying the current disparities. 410
-

Article 2 of the

EC

EC Proposal:

Proposal 411 grants authors an exclusive right to authorize or

prohibit reproductions by setting out a provision with a broad and general definition of

405

Id.

406 Id. at 17.
407 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, July 24, 1971, art
9(1), 6 U.S.T.

2732, T.I.A.S. No. 3324, 753 U.N.T.S. 368, reprinted

24 (1985) [hereinafter Berne Convention]
408

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 17.

409 Id. at 20.
410 Id. at 20.
41

J

Article 2 of the

EC

Proposal reads as follows:

in

M.

NIMMER,

4

NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT app.
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the right of reproduction covering

relevant acts of reproduction, whether they are

all

constituted "on-line or off-line, in material or immaterial form." 412

The

first

element of the definition sums up the terms "direct and indirect"

reproduction. 413 Whereas 'direct' reproduction, a term used both by the Rental Right

Directive 414 and the

Rome

Convention 415 means "the reproduction of a work or other
,

same or a

subject matter directly onto the

different

medium,

the term 'indirect' covers

reproductions done via an intermediate stage, for example, the recording of a broadcast

which

itself

has been

made on

the basis of a

The second element of

phonogram."416

the definition, that

is

the 'temporary or permanent'

reproduction, intends to clarify the fact that a reproduction can be both a tangible

permanent copy,
the working

like a

book or a CD., or a "non-visible temporary copy of the work

in

memory of a computer." 417

This approach

The Working Group

is

almost the same as the one that

in the U.S. expresses its

is

applied in the White Paper.

concern on the fact that the right of

reproduction in Cyberspace does not constitute a material copy, and that in consequence
transmissions of copyrighted works might not be encompassed by the current right of

"Member

States shall provide for the exclusive right to authorize or prohibit direct or indirect, temporary

or permanent reproduction by any
(a) for authors,

(b) for performers,
(c) for

any form,

in

whole or

in part:

phonogram producers, of their phonograms,
of the

for broadcasting

first

EC

fixations

organizations,

transmitted by wire or over the

See

in

of fixations of their performances,

(d) for the producers
(e)

means and

of the original and copies of their works,

air,

of films,

in respect

of the original and copies of their films, and

of fixations of their broadcasts, whether those broadcasts are

including by cable or satellite."

Proposal, supra note 379 at 56.

412 Id. at 32.
413 Id. at 56.

414 Article 7 of Council Directive 92/100, 1992 O.J. (L 346) 61. [hereinafter Rental Right Directive]
415 Article 10 of the

416 Id. at 32.
417 Id.

Rome

Convention, 1980 O.J. (L266)

8.

80
reproduction. Therefore, the drafters of the White Paper proposed to

amend copyright

law by creating a right of transmission, which would include a transmission through
Cyberspace, even when no material copy

EC

Proposal

is

that the latter

whereas the

US

better, but

just

it

created

its

is

based the amendment on several international documents,

own amendment.

shows us

made. 418 However, the difference with the

that the

EC

This approach

Proposal has

is

not to be seen as worse or

basis in natural law documents,

its

whereas the White Paper follows the Anglo Saxon method of thinking.

The exceptions on
-

the right of reproduction:

current legislation:

Secondly, another element of the heterogeneity

and exceptions

limitations

Audio,

among Member

States are the

that apply to this right in the off-line area (such as

VHS, CD-ROM's and

CD-I's). While

some Member

States (such as the

CD-

UK and

Ireland) provide for a general 'fair dealing' exception for "research, private study,
criticism and review

Member

and reporting of current events",

States (such as

this

exception also exists in other

Sweden, Germany, Belgium and Greece), but

it

is

narrowly defined. 419 For example, Belgian copyright law does not have as

more

many

exceptions for fair dealing as the Berne Convention. 420 The Belgian law does not even

mention the exception for press as the Berne Convention does. This does not mean that
Belgian copyright law
requires a

minimum

is

not conform the Berne Convention since this Convention

protection for authors. Belgian law therefore 'more' than conforms

with the Convention because by granting less exceptions on copyright, Belgian law
protects authors

the perfect

more than

example

that the

is

required by the Berne Convention. 421

Berne Convention

418 Nil, supra note 189 at 65.

419 Article 10

Rome

Convention, 1980 O.J. (L266)

420 Corbet, supra note 66 at 67.
421 Id.

8..

is in fact

The

a natural law

latter is

again

document since

it

81

No wonder

focuses almost only on the author and not on the benefit to the public.

A

the U.S. did not join the Berne Convention until recently.

exception, that

Member

is

States'

for educational

and

legislation, but the

example, whereas some

Member

scientific

purposes

Member

States (for

most of the

scope of this exception differs broadly. 422 For

States allow copying of entire works, other

examination purposes." 423

On

Member

work may be copied as

States state that "only particular kinds of, or parts of, a
illustration for teaching or

second category of

set out in

is

,

that

the aspect of libraries, certain

example Belgium, Germany and France) do not provide

for library

exceptions, but offer these institutions to benefit "from the general exceptions set out in

favour of educational or private use," 424 while other
Finland,

Member

States (such as the

UK,

Sweden, Austria, Denmark, Portugal and Greece) provide for specific

exceptions for libraries, although they differ widely. 425
Further, one might state that the right of reproduction

copying of audio and audio-visual material since these acts
'privacy' in

most of the Member

exception resides
issue

which

is

first

is

unenforceable in practice.

license'

424 Id. at 15.
425 Id. at 15-16.

426 Id. at 16
427 Id.
42 *Id.
4 ™ld.

it is

427

Member

which compensates

remuneration. 429 This 'levy-system', as

423 id.

The

rationale of this

would invade privacy, an

considered highly important in Europe, and secondly in the fact that the

out a 'legal

422 id.

under the exception of

States' national legislation. 426

not for free, at least not in eleven out of fifteen
set

fall

in the fact that enforcing these rights

protection of these works

They

not that exclusive for

is

However,

this

States of the

right

exception

is

Community. 428

holders with a right to

called, varies a lot in

scope and functioning

82
throughout

these different

all

Member

national legislation. 430 Generally, the

States'

system requires the copiers of protected works

to

pay a slight amount more when

purchasing the audio- or video tape that will function as

amount of money on every purchase of carriers
similar to

ASCAP

in the

is

U.S. This organization

fair return,

satisfied since the first

who

applies

nowadays

in

States

to these

works

at

a very reasonable price.

digital

In

general,

and analogue copying, 432 and

proposes the same levy-system on the Information

Superhighway. 433 This approach can restore the balance between users

and the copyright holders. In other words,

-

it

that both copyright holders

reproduction (reprography). 431

do not distinguish between

EC Commission

therefore the

is

most of the European Member States on the

reproduction right for photo/print type

Member

money pays

collects the

is

which

group receives the royalties they deserve as a

and the second group has access

The same system

This extra slight

collected by an organization

consequently to the authors. The advantage of the system

and the public are

carrier.

this

-

read the public

can mean a great breakthrough in the

quest for a solution in this area. Because of the above mentioned disparity, there

is

a

great need for harmonization of the exceptions to the right of reproduction to encounter

the challenge of the digital age.

However, one should note
the idea of paying

more

that the U.S.

-

who

are reluctant to tax

for certain products. Therefore,

-

some argue 434

will not like
that the U.S.

should apply the 'third-party'-solution. This 'third party'-system makes a third party
advertisers

pay for the royalties

-

that are necessary to

-

encourage authors to release

43 ° Id.
431

One needs

to

pay a

bit

more per photocopy of protected works, and

this collected

money

will

be

distributed to the authors. See Corbet, supra note 66 at 43.

432

The only exception

subject matter in digital
433

Id. at

53-41.

434 Professor L.
is

to this rule is Denmark, where one can not make private copies of protected
media without infringing copyright law. See EC Proposal, supra note 396 at 16.

Ray

Patterson,

Pope Brock Professor of Law

one of the persons who came up with the idea of a

at the

University of Georgia, School of Law

'third party'-solution.
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By

their works.

this

means, both copyright holders and the public are satisfied

needs since the copyright holders receive their
the protected

works

for tolerating

basis of the fair use section of the

WIPO

out by the

in art 9(2)

EC

Proposal

is

of the Berne Convention. 435 This

normal exploitation of the work" and do not

(3)

the 'three step test' as set
test

allows limitations to

which do not (2)"conflict with a

"unreasonably prejudice the legitimate

of the author."436

This approach completely differs from the one that

For example, whereas the

US

why

the

EC Commission

also a 'natural law'

Article 5

exhaustive

list

applied in the White Paper.

is

apply different standards for deciding

complies with the international rules that are
reason

set out

fair

use 437 Europe
,

by the Berne Convention. 438 The

acts as such is obvious: is the

Berne Convention not

document?

of the

EC

Proposal, which

is

the fair use section,

sums up an

of exceptions on the exclusive rights of copyright holders. This section

consists of obligatory and optional exceptions. 439

Member

States will not be allowed to

provide for other exceptions than those enumerated in the Proposal. 440
optional

exceptions,

the

Commission

435 Art.
9(2) Berne Convention, supra note 295.;

leaves

the

Member

The EC Commission

States

the

As

Proposal, supra note 379 at 18.
art.

9(2)

437 Nil, supra note 189 at 226.
438

439

EC
EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 51.
Proposal, supra note 379 at 36.

440 Id. at 36

to

choice

the

of

stated that "in particular the three

step test will serve as an important guideline for the definition and application of limitations."

436 Id. at

to

EC Proposal:

the reproduction right (1) "in certain special cases",

interests

and the public gets access

commercials interrupting the protected works.
-

The

fair return

in their

See

EC

84
introducing these exemptions at national level, but states that,

exceptions are implemented, the three step

The
have

"no

requirement

first

independent

test is the

that the acts

is

when

the optional

standard that needs to be met. 441

of reproduction need to be temporary and

economic significance." 442

In

words,

other

only

acts

of

reproduction which are of a separate economic relevance are covered by the right of
reproduction.

consequence,

In

'browsing' on the basis of the
Article

reproduction

(a),

5(2)

Article

right.

reprography, that

is

latter

unlike

the

US, does allow

reasoning. 443

and

(b)

EC Commission,

the

sums up

(c)

5 (2) (a)

allows

the

three

optional

Member

the photo/print type reproduction as

States

we

exceptions

an

to

the

exception

for

discussed above, and this

with or without a remuneration scheme for the rightholders. 444 The Commission leaves
the

Member

States

who

already have a remuneration system, free to maintain

does not oblige other States,
5(2)(b) allows the

Member

who do

not

States the

know

this system, to

same exception

already provide this system, whether they provide

it

but

do the same. 445 Article

to the reproduction right for

reproductions of audio and audiovisual material for private use. 446 The

who

it,

in

Member

States

combination with the 'levy-

system' or not, can keep doing so, whereas the other states do not have the obligation to

follow this approach. 447

made

for private use

It is

important to note that the

latter

reproductions "must be

and for non-commercial events." 448 This private copying must be

understood in a narrow sense. 449 For example, a private copy of a phonogram by a

44

»

Id.

442 Id. at 57.
443

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 5

444 Id. at 37 and 57
445 Id.
at 37.

446 Id. at 37-38.
447 Id. at 38
448 Id. at 38.
449 Id.

1
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person for his

strictly

personal use

falls

within this domain. 450 This 'levy-system'

is,

as

discussed above, something that does not exist in the U.S.

The
facilitation

latter

leaves

it

optional to the

of harmonization, and

room

the reproduction right are an

of dissemination of such works

Commission
lot

two exceptions on

is

it

to users, but

Member

important to

States. In

know why

it is

important to note that the

consequence, there will not be a
the

Commission leaves so much

for diversity in a proposal that has harmonization as a

Commission

acts as such because

it

example of the great

appears premature

major concern. The

at this stage

private copying will be a widespread activity or not. In other words, the

of the exception
leave the

is

Member

uncertain until present, and therefore the

whether

digital

economic

effect

Commission proposed

to

States with the possibility of maintaining or introducing exceptions

for digital private copying. 451

Article 5(2)(c) provides for exemptions

which

benefit of institutions

However,

this exception

new

which

right

is

on the

right

of reproduction to the

are accessible to the public, such as public libraries. 452

does not apply to the right of communication to the public, a

proposed by the

EC Commission

and which will be discussed

in the

next section.
Article

5 (3) (a)

to

(e)

provides for the, what one might

call,

'traditional'

exceptions on the reproduction right and the right to communicate to the public. 453 The

Commission allows
scientific

the

purposes 454

quotations) 455

,

,

Member
for

States

information

the right to

purposes

Id. at 38.

452 Id. at 57
453 Id. at 58.

454 Art. 5(3)(a)

EC

455 Art. 5(3)(c),(d)

(reporting

for persons with disabilities (visually-impaired

450 Id.
451

exceptions for teaching and

Proposal, supra note 379 at 58.

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 58.

of

current

events,

and hearing impaired

86
persons) 456 and finally an exception for "public security or for the purposes of the

proper performance of an administrative or judicial procedure." 457
ii.

The right of communication

Because of the technological developments of the

make

protected works available in fast and qualitative

from the

traditional

ways of

exploitation.

to the public:

last ten years,

ways which

The Commission

is

it is

possible to

differ significantly

of the opinion that with

respect to the exploitation of intellectual property and the 'on-demand'-age

we

are

facing,

existing intellectual property provisions need to be adapted to adequately

respond

to the current

development. 458 Because the distribution right applies only to the

distribution of physical copies

and does not cover the act of transmission, and because

the right of reproduction as well does not cover the act of transmission, the

Commission proposes,

in

accordance with the two

new WIPO

treaties, that "these

EC
new

forms of exploitation should be covered by the right to control communication to the
public." 459 This reasoning
author,
least,

which

is

one might

is at least

is

not surprising in a system which
state that this

accordance with

in

mainly driven by economic terms and rewards of the

is

based on the Natural

approach, however unbeneficial
its

the

it

Law theory. At

might be for the public,

underlying philosophy, this in contradiction with the

Nil proposal which does not comply with the
transmission right, which

is

US

US

Constitution

equivalent of the

EC

right

when

it

proposed the

of communication to the

public.

It

is

however

were discussed above
of communication

at least

remarkable that the same exceptions of

in the right

of reproduction of the

EC

Proposal supra note 379

at 58.

457 Art. 5(3)(e)

EC

Proposal supra note 379

at 58.

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 20.

459 Id. at 57
460

Id. at

57-58.

which

Proposal, apply to the right

to the public. 460 In consequence, the strict

456 Art. 5(3)(b)

458

EC

fair use,

approach as

set out in the

87
description of the exclusive right,

conclusion, but

is

it

is

not that narrow anymore. This

is

not only a pleasant

also in accordance with the basic philosophy of the free flow of

information on the Internet.
In the next sub-sections,

and

we

we

what

will first discuss

will secondly take a look at the exceptions

new

this

right

encompasses,

which are applicable on

this

new

right.

Definition of the right of communication to the
public:

The communication

to the public

of a copyrighted work "covers any means or

process other than the distribution of physical copies," 461 and this encompasses wire or
wireless means. 462 This right can involve a set of acts of transmissions as well as acts of

reproduction, such as a storage of a copyright protected work. 463

wide variety of

a

for

communication
communication

to

rights

(right

the public by

to the public

Member

States provide

of performance and representation, right of

means of sound and

by wire, broadcasting

visual recordings,

right, right to include a

of

right

work

a

in

cable programme) which form part of this right of communication to the public. 464 With
this

new

the

same

market

right the

in

Commission does not only cover

'mantle', but

on-demand

it

also creates a

new

all

the above mentioned rights under

exclusive right that

is

able to satisfy the

exploitation of intellectual property. Although the latter

seems

negate the rights of the public -read the users of the Internet- one notes that there
lot

of space for

words, the

461

EC

fair use,

Id. at 32.

Id.

464 Id. at 21.
465

See

is

definitely not the case in the

US

is

a

proposal. 465 In other

Proposal tried to balance the rights, both of users of the Internet and of

462 Id.
463

which

to

Id. at 57-58.

88
the copyright holders in a fair and just way, and cleared the path for

combination with

in

fair use.

However, the same

restriction

applicable

is

in

harmonization of the exemption which will be discussed
to the initiative

economic growth

States 466

Member

of the

,

this

in the

case,

that

is

that

next sub-section,

the

is left

because of the uncertainty whether digital

private copying will be a widespread activity of consumers or not. This certainly does

not lead to unification, and
the

new technology,

that both propose a

different

does not serve the legal security, neither for the users of

nor for the copyright holders.

one compares

If

it

this

new

approach with the one that

right in this matter

which

name. 467 However, the E.C. provides a

although one has to admit that

Commission does not make

the

it

lot

is

is

exactly the same, be

more exceptions

leaves this up to the

member

states

applied by the U.S., one notes

member

to this

it

under a

new

right,

states since the E.C.

implement these exceptions.

The exceptions on the

right

of communication to

the public:
Article 5(3) of the

EC

Proposal 468

,

discussed above in the sub-section of

exceptions to the right of reproduction, also applies to the right of communication to the
public. 469

It is

the,

what

I

would

call 'traditional'

exceptions to the exclusive rights of

the copyright holder, such as the teaching and information purposes,
Article 5(2)(c) however,

which

is

(cfr.

supra)

the exception of the public libraries, does not

apply to the right of communication to the public. 470 The Commission requires a license

of the right holder for

this

exception because they argue that "any other solution would

466 Id. at 25.
467

Whereas the U.S. speaks about the 'transmission

the public'.
468 Id. at 58
469 Id.

470 Id. at 39

right', the

E.C. uses the 'right of communication to
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severely risk conflicting with the international obligations which have been reinforced

by the two new
on-line,

the

WIPO

Treaties,

i.e.

with the normal exploitation of protected material

and would unreasonably prejudice the

Commission immediately adds

right

that "the use

of the right holders." 471 However,

of protected material by public libraries

should not be subject to undue financial or other restrictions." 472 This approach, which
is

amount of royalties

Reed

Elsevier,

that

may

at

need to be paid,
least

EC Commission

whereby the

also applied by the drafters of the Nil and

of copyright holders such as

to the 'goodwill'

be described as naive.

It

leaves the

is

obvious

that,

without the

necessary specific legal limitations, this well-intended philosophy will not prevail. In

consequence, the

EC Commission

disturb the precious balance

it

needs to amend the current proposal in order not to

has set up in

its

own

proposal, that

the balance

is

the provision of "incentives to encourage the creation of original

between

works" on the one

hand, and "the dissemination of such works to users" 473 on the other.
Hi.

Although the distribution

The right of distribution:
right,

copies" 474

which

is

harmonized on a Community

distribution

of tangible

rightholders

and certain protected works 475

,

distribution right applicable to other

Belgium and France do not provide

is

works

"the right to authorize and prohibit the

,

there

are

in different

still

Member

for a separate right

different
States.

level

systems

for

of

For example,

of distribution because the

author can control the destination of the copies through his/her right of reproduction. 476

471

Id. at 39.

472 Id.
473

Id. at 36.

474 Id.
at 28.
475

The Rental Right Directive harmonized four groups of related rightholders, that are performers,
phonogram producers and film producers. See Rental Right Directive, supra note 409 at 62.;
The harmonization of certain works on Community level has been achieved for works such as databases

broadcasters,

and computer programs. See
476

EC

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 28.

Proposal, supra note 379 at 28.
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Other

Member

States,

such as the Netherlands, Ireland and the Nordic countries, have

regulation whereby the distribution right falls within the right of publication. 477

of the

EC Member
Further,

right.

The

rest

States provide for a right of distribution for all works. 478

Member

States also provide for different exemptions to the distribution

The most important

States, with the exception

limitation

is

the first sale-doctrine. 479

Whereas most Member

of Belgium, France, Luxembourg and Portugal, provide for a

system of national exhaustion, whereby the

first

domestic sale of a copy of a work with

the consent of the rightholder exhausts the distribution right in that particular country 480

the European Court of Justice decided that, in respect of the free

movement of goods

throughout the Community, the distribution right must be exhausted on
article in the

,

first sale

of the

Community. 481

In consequence, on basis of the above, the

need for harmonization

in order to guarantee a

Market. 482

proposed

It

therefore

distribution right

and a unified

first

in

article

Commission concluded

that there is

smooth functioning of the

4 of the

EC

Internal

Proposal a harmonized

sale-doctrine. 483

477 Id.

478 Id.
479 Id.

481

See Polydor v. Harlequin Record Shops, Case 270/80, ECR 329, ground 7 (1982); See also Tournier,
Case 395/87, ECR 2565, grounds 11-13 (1989); See also EMI Electrola v. Patricia, Case 341/87, ECR 92,
ground 9 (1989).
482

EC

Proposal, supra note 379 at 29.

483 Article 4 of the
1.

Member

EC

Proposal reads as follows:

States shall provide authors, in respect of the original of their

works or of copies

thereof, with

the exclusive right to any form of distribution to the public by sale or otherwise.
2.

The

distribution right shall not be exhausted within the

works or of copies
that object
Id. at 379.

is

thereof, except

made by

where the

first sale

Community

in respect

of the original of their

or other transfer of ownership in the

the rightholder or with his consent.

Community of

CONCLUSION:

This conclusion will summarize the main issues of this thesis so as to draw
briefly a

comparison of the two proposals, decide whether they are proper, and which

document
this

is

to

be preferred,

if

any

at all.

Finally,

problem of copyright infringement on the

it

propose the best solution for

will

Internet.

Although we are dealing with a European Continental natural law copyright
system
-

-

which mainly benefits the authors

which should benefit the public

is

-

on the one hand, and a North- American

in the first place,

and then the author

important to remember that there are two needs that need to be

hand do the copyright holders deserve a
is it

fair return for their

-

on the

fulfilled.

On

other,

it

the one

work, and on the other hand

imperative that the public in general has access to these works. This balance of

needs

is

basically

what the U.S. Constitution

sets forth484 ,

although one does not see

anything of that philosophy expressed in the White Paper. The White Paper only serves
the interests of the copyright holders and ignores the needs of the public,

which

are

acknowledged by the Supreme Court. 485 Consequently, one can argue on the basis of the
latter

cases and the U.S. Constitution, that the White Paper

is

unconstitutional since

it

negates the needs of the public. What's more, while on the one hand pretending to serve
the interest of the public and

on the other hand proposing

to teach high school kids

what

they can learn or not, one can easily state that the White Paper suffers from intellectual

dishonesty since the motto of the Working Group

484 U.S.

CONST.

Art.

485 Twentieth
Century

I,

Inc.,

"no pay, no play." In other words,

8, CI. 8.

Music Corp.

Universal City Studios,
Co.,

Section

is

v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151, 156 (1975); Sony Corporation of America v.
464 U.S. 417 (1984); Feist Publication, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service

499 U.S. 340, 349-50 (1991).
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if

one does not pay

for the protected works,

Whereas copyright law served

one

will not be granted access to them.

as a basis for political censorship in earlier days,

one can

economic

perfectly argue that the current proposal represents a system that leads to

censorship. If one can not afford the royalties the copyright holders are asking for, one

can simply not enjoy the protected works since one will not be granted access to the
works. Consequently,

in order to

comply with the precious balance between copyright

holders and the public in general, one needs to find a system that satisfies both needs.

While copyright law
theory

in the

European Community

is

based on the natural law

which mainly benefits the author, and not the public

-

how many

-

it is

surprising to see

exceptions on the exclusive rights of the author are granted. This

the fact that almost

member

all

states provide

is

based on

an exception to the exclusive right of

reproduction for copying of audio, audio-visual material and photocopies for private
use.

However,

the copiers
tape.

By

An

this

-

this 'levy-system' is not for free, but

pay a

slight

amount more when they

official organization collects this

it is

for

money and pays

it

to

works

at

read

to the copyright holders.

means, both the needs of the copyright holders and the public are

gets access to the

-

example buy an audio- or video-

the copyright holders receive the fair return they deserve

wants

unique since the public

fulfilled since

on the one hand, and the public

a very reasonable price on the other.

The E.C. Proposal now

apply the same system to the Internet and the major reason for this exception

is

the non-enforceability of the exclusive right in this area as well as for reasons of privacy

since one can not, according to European law, enforce this exclusive right in an area of
private use.

However,

it

is

disappointing to see that the

implementation of these exceptions to the

know

the

member

EC Commission

states since the

leaves the

Commission does not

economic impact of private copying on the normal exploitation of the
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exclusive rights in the cybercontext. 486 Consequently, there

proposed solution will not take
Since the

EC

is

a chance

effect.

Proposal started out well by satisfying both the needs of the

copyrightholders and the public, this document deserves preference, although
'suggests' to the
for the

Member

problem would be

States to

is

the only level

Another possibility

to

WIPO

means, the advertisers

which are the

by the authors

we

implement

on a global

third party

in order to disseminate their

works

-

described above,

pay for the

to the public.

this

basis,

problem successfully.

applied to the broadcasting industry in the U.S.

it

-

states to

this international

the precious balance

'third-party' solution as

is

member

to enforce the 'levy-system'

where one can tackle

comply with

only

it

implement the levy-system. Thus, a good solution

that the E.C. first forces the

system and then proposes the
since that

the

that

fair return as

is

By

the
this

requested

Both solutions serve the

needs of the copyright holders and the public in general, and are consequently a
'diplomatic' solution for a problem where too

486

EC

much

Proposal, supra note 379 at 38.

interests are at stake.
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